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"I'Drests are more than trees. They are rather land areas on which are
associated \arious forms of plant and animal life. The forester must deal
with all. Wild life is as essentially and legitimately a part of his care as are
water, wood and forage. Forest administration should he planned with a
view to realizing all possible benefits from the land areas handled. It should
take account of their indirect value for recreation and health as well as
their value for the production of salable material; and of their value for
the production of meat, hides and furs of all kinds as well as for the pro-
duction of wood and the protection of water supplies.
"L^n(iuestionabl\- the working out of a program of wild life protection whicli
will ifivc due weight to all the interests affected is a delicate task. It is
impossible to harmonize the difference between the economic, the aesthetic,
the sporting and the commercial viewpoint. Nevertheless, the practical dif-
ficulties are not so great as llu-v appear on the surface."
ilENKY S. Gkavi-:s,
Former C hief Forester, U. S. Fore.st Service.
Recreation , \'ol. 52, j). .236, 1915.
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" The discovery of new species and races based upon the study of pre-
ser\ed specimens of game animals, has already progressed ver\- far; but the
more attractive field which includes the habits of the game remains yet to a
great extent unexplored. This field is peculiarly open for investigation to
big-game hunters, and to all other men who go far afield and obtain first-
hand knowledge of the conditions under which the game animals live. The
closet naturalist, with his technical knowledge of tlie structure of an-mals,
can be trusted to perform the work of classification to a mathematical degree
of precision ; but we cannot obtain from him a trustworthy account of the
beha\ior of animals in their natural environment, or learn from him the
\alue to the animals of the various structures or characteristics which he has
shown them to possess. Much knowledge regarding the habits of game is
ac(iuired by the successful sportsman. Yet it is often infinitesimal in quantity
compared to what may be acquired if the outdoors observer will direct his
investigations along the broad lines covering the life history of the species
with which he comes in contact. To carry out such in\ estigations success-
fully it would be necessary to spend many hours and days, perhaps even
weeks and months, obser\ing certain individuals or family groups of game.
This is quite beyond the limits of time allotted the average sportsman. Ncver^
theless much can W- learned bv the collected evidence from many fra.g-
mentary observations jtroviding only these are accurate. A great mass of
accurate fragmentary observations will often spell far more progress in in-
vestigations of this kind than the observations of a few trained individuals
over an e.xtended period of time."
Theodore Roosevelt and Edmund Heller.
Life Histories of African Game . Initmils,
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FIGURES
Figure 46. The Old Canyon Ranger Station. This was replaced in 1922
by a commodious log building combining the ranger head-
quarters with a tourist recreation hall. Photo by Edmund
Heller, 1921 407
Figure 47. A " Snowshoe Cabin " for winter ranger patrol, near the Park
boundary on Upper Yellowstone River, in the heart of the best
moose country'. Secretary of the Interior Fall and party,
September, 1921. Peaks of " The Trident " in background.
Photo by Edmund Heller 407
Figure 48. Chief Ranger Woodring starting on a trip of inspection to the
station at Hellroaring Creek on the range of the northern elk
herd. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 408
Figure 49. Some of the men on the permanent ranger staff. These are the
hardy mountaineers who guard the big game animals of the
Yellowstone and make the lonely winter patrols of the Park
boundaries. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 408
Figure 50. A two-year-old " cinnamon " at Camp Roosevelt, Yellowstone
Park. The black bears clamber up the trees with the agility
of a cat, but adult grizzlies are unable to climb, and their
cubs rarely do so. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 411
Figure 51. A game of hide and seek. The author hiding from a " cinnamon"
bear at Camp Roosevelt. The brown or cinnamon bear is
merely a color phase of the black bear. Photo by Hilda
Hempl Heller, 1921 411
Figure 52. A mother black bear and cub dining on garbage " a la carte."
Many bears live in the vicinity of the camps and hotels during
the summer as a result of protection, and feed daily at the
refuse dumps. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 412
Figure 53. Young bears stalking the caretaker's cabin at Camp Roosevelt.
Xote the barbed wire entanglement on roof of log storehouse.
In the fall, just before hibernating, both black bears and
grizzlies frequently break in where food is stored. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 1921 412
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Figure 54. " Old Black Joe," one of the huge black bears at the Canyon
garbage dump. It is said that none but a full grown grizzly
can master this 500-pound giant. Photo by Edmund Heller,
^. 1921 415
Figure 55. Black bears enjoying themselves amid the ruins of delicatessen.
They usually come to the dumps at mid-day, but the grizzlies
wait until evening. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 415
Figure 56. A friendly " cinnamon " bear being studied by !VIrs. Heller and
Dan Beard at Camp Roosevelt. It is dangerous to feed any
Park bears out of hand; they should never be approached
closely except by one familiar with their uncertain moods.
The safest rule is to " Leave 'em alone! " Photo by Edmund
Heller, 1921 416
Figure 57. A Camp Roosevelt bear that helped the author take many bear
portraits. Photo by Hilda Hempl Heller, 1921 416
Figure 58. The caretaker and one of his friends at Camp Roosevelt. These
two have a mutual understanding and never take any undue
advantage. Photo by Edward A. Eichstaedt, Aug. 15, 1922. . 419
Figure 59. Exploring the camp yard for possible tidbits. This cinnamon
bear, with her litters of cubs, has been a leading attraction at
Camp Roosevelt for several years. Photo by Edward A.
Eichstaedt, Aug. 15, 1922 419
Figure 60. This scene may be witnessed any day at Camp Roosevelt where
the wild bears may be observed and photographed at will, to
the great delight of all visitors. Photo by Edward A. Eich-
staedt, Aug. 15, 1922 420
Figure 61. A black bear sitting astride a limb in a grotesquely man-like
fashion,— not a common proceeding. Nothing is more fasci-
nating than the bears' droll antics. Photo by Edmund Heller,
1921 420
Figure 62. A tired cub resting high up in a Douglas fir, while its mother
forages below. Black bear cubs always scamper up the nearest
tree at the least sign of danger, or at a signal from the mother.
Photo by Edward R. Warren, Aug. 23, 192 1 423
Figure 63. Seeking shelter in a pine tree during a September snowstorm.
Two adult bears at peace in the same tree is unusual, except in
an emergency. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 423
Figure 64. A bull elk during the rutting season of late October, ranging in the
sagebrush of Swan Lake Flat. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1. 424
Figure 65. A bull elk with fully developed antlers in October among the
aspen groves of the Lamar Valley. Photo by Edmund Heller,
192 1 424
Figure 66. An elk trail through the lodgepole pine forest on a ridge beside
Lost Creek. Such trails often parallel the deep ra\-ines,




Figure 67. A group of elk cows and their calves in aspen woods near Mam-
moth Hot Springs in winter. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921. 427
Figure 68. A band of cow elk in the snows of late November at Mammoth.
This open cedar grove was severely browsed by elk during a
starvation period, the winter of 1919-1920. Photo by Edmund
Heller, 192 1 428
Figure 69. An elk herd (males and females) in the Upper Gardiner Valley in
late November. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 428
Figure 70. A band of cow elk in the Gardiner Valley in early winter. The
characteristic gait is a rapid trot, the muzzle being held high.
Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 431
Figure 71. " Billy," the gelded elk that for several years frequented Camp
Roosevelt and the Lamar Valley in summer, migrating to
Mammoth in winter. The abnormal antlers were soft, and were
never shed; one had been accidentally broken. Photo by
Edward R. Warren, August 21, 1921 43
1
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Figure 72. Lost Lake, near Camp Rodscxx'II, now a favDrile haunt of moose.
The lake is bordered with a zone of yellow water lilies. A
beaver lodge may be seen at the right. Photo by Edward R.
Warren, Aug., 1921 432
Figure 7_v A bull moose feeding in the outlet creek of Bridget Lake, near
the headwaters of the Upper Yellowstone and just outside the
present Park boundary. Note the long bell or dewlap hang-
ing from the throat. Photo by Charles C. Adams, Aug. 20,
192 1 432
Figure 74. A calf moose feeding on aquatic plants in Southeast Arm, Yellow-
stone Lake. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd 435
Figure 75. A bull moose and two calves ranging along Trail Creek, Upper
Yellowstone Valley. A characteristic moose habitat, with
three zones of vegetation,— marsh grass, willow thickets, and
dense spruce forest. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd 435
Figure 76. A cow moose and twin calves, on the south shore of Yellowstone
Lake. Photo by George Shiras, 3rd 436
Figure 77. A cow moose and calf feeding on water plants, Upper Yellow-
stone Valley. Lodgepole pine forest in background. Photo
by George Shiras, 3rd 437
Figure 78. Antlers from a " winter-killed " moose on the Upper Yellowstone.
The prongs have been gnawed off by porcupines or other
rodents. Photo by Edmund Heller, Sept., 1921 439
Figure 79. A mule deer buck and his does resting on the " parade ground "
at Mammoth Hot Springs. An autumn scene. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 1921 439
Figure 80. A jjair of mule deer in autumn at Mammoth Hot Springs.
Alule deer quickly lose their shyness on the approach of
winter. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 440
Figure 81. A band of mule deer on the " Community House " lawn at
Mammoth. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 440
Figure 82. " In sanctuary." Mule deer at Mammoth Hot Springs chapel.
Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 441
Figure 83. " Old Molly," a pensioner in winter at the kitchen doors of the
Mammoth Hot Springs community. Photo by Edmund Heller,
192 1 441
Figure 84. Twin mule deer fawns at Mammoth, experiencing their first
snowstorm. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 442
Figure 85. A mule deer stag in late November. The " last look," a deer
habit which gives the sportsman a standing shot and would
be fatal beyond the Park boundary. Note the double-
branched antlers and white rump patch,— diagnostic marks
of this species. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1 92 1 442
Figure 86. A mule deer in the rutting season during October. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 192 1 445
Figure 87. A white-tail buck, at Mammoth. Unlike the mule deer it has
single-beam antlers and a broad tail. White-tailed deer are shy
even in winter, and only a few are now left in the Park. Photo
by Hilda Hempl Heller, 192 1 445
Figure 88. A white-tailed deer (in front) and a mule deer in company in the
fall. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 446
Figure 89. The same pair of deer. Note the absence of a white rump patch
and the broad tail of the white-tailed deer (at right), and the
narrow, black-tipped tail of the mule deer. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 1 92 1 446
Figure 90. Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, and Lower Fall, 308 feet high.
Mountain Sheep trails lead down the precipitous slopes to the
river; and the dense lodgepole pine forests on the plateau are the
summer home of the grizzly bear. Photo by Edmund Heller,
192 1 449
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Figure 91. Lower ciul i»f the Grand Canyon, near Tower Fall. The canyon
rim is one of the fav(jrite winter homes of mountain sheep.
This is where Roijsevelt and Burroughs camped and watched
them descend the cliffs 600 feet to the river, in April, 1903.
Photo by Edmund Heller, 1 92 1 449
Figure 92. Bighorn sheep scenting danger. They may be seen occasionally
from the touring busses as one passes over Mount Washburn.
Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 450
Figure 93. Bighorn rams grazing on the dry hillsides in late autumn. Photo
by Edmund Heller, 1921 450
Figure 94. A group of old rams grazing through the snow on a sagebrush
flat. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 451
Figure 95. A band of old rams, closelv bunched like domestic sheep, crossing
a plateau. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 451
Figure 96. Part of the so-called " tame herd ' of buffalo in the Lamar Valley
in September, 192 1. Secretary Fall's party observing the
herd. Photo by Edmund Heller 452
Figure 97. A closely packed herd, including all ages, at the buffalo ranch
in the Lamar Valley. Specimen Ridge in the background.
Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 452
Figure 98. Part of the buffalo herd crossing the Lamar River in September,
the huge old bulls leading the way. Photo by Edmund
Heller, 1 921 455
Figure 99. Old bison bulls held temporarily in the big corral at Mammoth in
midsummer. These bulls appro.ximate a ton in weight and are




Figure 100. A rear guard of the buffalo herd crossing the Lamar Valley in
winter. The storm-swept heights of Specimen Ridge and the
Fossil Forest beyond. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 456
Figure loi. At the buffalo ranch in winter, where the "tame herd" now
numbering about 600 is fed in immense corrals. In spring the
herd is released and disperses to its natural grazing range on
the mountain slopes. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 456
Figure 102. An antelope buck guarding his harem in September on the summer
range in the Lamar Valley. The antelope usually keep to the
open range, unlike the deer in summer. Photo by Edmund
Heller, 192 1 459
Figure 103. The antelope on their winter range along the Gardiner River
flats, November 18, 1921, just after the first snows in the
valley. Photo by Edmund Heller 459
Figure 104. Part of the antelope herd in their present winter home, along the
Gardiner River flats, at 5,400 feet, the lowest elevation in
Yellowstone Park. Electric Peak, the highest point in the
Park, towers nearly 6,000 feet above. Photo by Edmund
Heller, 1921 460
Figure 105. The entire antelope herd in the Gardiner Valley near the Park
boundary, November 15, 1921. Photo by Edmund Heller. . . . 460
Figure 106. A band of prong-homed antelope, showing their characteristic
bounding gait and flaring rump patches. Photo hy Edmund
Heller, 192 1 461
Figure 107. Frightened antelope, showing the appearance of the long, white
hair of the rump when erected. This "flaring " is an alarm
signal to other antelope. Photo by Edmund Heller, 1921 461
Figure 108. An antelope with fully developed horns in October a month before
the horns are shed. Note the smooth white rump patch,
indicating that the animal is not disturbed. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 1921 461
Figure 109. Weathered shells of antelope horns, the tips o* which have been
gnawed by rodents. These are cast in late autumn. Photo
by Edmund Heller, 1921 4^2
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Figure 1 10. All aiituloiH' tliat lias rciciitlv- sIicmI his horns. The hurn cores
and new sheaths, their basal Iialf oovercd with iine hair, as they
appear in November. Photo by Edmund Heller, 192 1 462
Figure 1 1 1. A buck antelope which has shed its horns, showing the cores
over which the new pronged sheath develops. Bevond him
stands a doe with characteristic tiny horns. Photo by
Edmund Heller, 1 92 1 465
Figure 1 12. The archway at the northern entrance to Yellowstone Park, dedi-
cated by President Roosevelt in 1903. The boundary fence
across the Gardiner River flats at this point helps to hold the
antelope (but not the elk and deer), from migrating down the
valley to their natural winter range, where they would be
slaughtered by Montana hunters. Photo by Edmund Heller,
I92I ; 465
Figure 113. View down the rapids of the Yellowstone River at the entrance to
the lower part o'^ the Grand Canyon, below Tower Fall, show-
ing the " palisades " and the rock columns known as " the
needles." Photo by Edward R. Warren, July ib, 1923 470
Figure 1 14 (Field No. 5561). Stone-fly nymphs from the Yellowstone
River near Yellowstone River Bridge 475
Figure 115 (5520). A stone-fly nymph (Pleronarcys calijornica) which has
just come out of the water and is crawling up a rock to a
sheltered spot for transformation to the adult insect. Photo
July 25, 1 92 1 475
Figure 1 16 (5519). .Salmon colored stone-flies (Pleronarcys caUfornica)
" emerging " frorn the larval skins. In the upper specimen the
larval skin has just split ; in the lower one the head and legs are
free. Photo July 25, 192 1 476
Figure 117 (5506). vStone-flies "emerging" on a rock near Yellowstone
River Bridge. Some of the dried cast larval skins are sticking
to the rock. Photo July 6, 192 1 476
Figure 118 (5585). Tower Creek, looking down the gorge; from junction of
Carnelian Creek (right) and Tower Creek (left). Photo Sept.
6, 1921 479
Figure 119 (5548). Rapids just above Yellowstone River Bridge, on Cooke
City road. Detail of foreground shows lesser rapids and
pockets which form the feeding grounds of young fish. Photo
Aug. 15, 1 92 1 479
Figure 120 (5508). Stone-flics in characteristic clusters, often as many as
twenty individuals, in crevices of rocks along the lower Lamar
River. (See also figure 131 for general habitat.) Photo July
6, 192 1 480
Figure 121 (5507). Stone-flies mating on shore grass along the Yellowstone
River. Photo July 6, 1 921 480
Figure 122 (5550). One of the hot sulphur springs along the Yellowstone
River. This particular spring lies at the base of a hollowed
rock shown in upper middle of figure 119 483
Figure 123. May-fly nymphs from the Lamar River; four times actual size.
Middle specimen turned over to show the " sucker " on under
side, by means of which this particular species clings to rocks. 483
Figure 124. An adult may-fly with a parasitic worm emerging from the caudal
end. Enlarged eight times. Note the loop formed by the
i:)arasite within the abdomen of the host 484
Figure 125 (5525). An association of caddis-worms in their cases, attached to
a wet rock. Four types of cases are shown on this overturned
rock on the margin of Lost Creek. Photo July 27, 1921 484
Figure 126 (5524). " Picket " caddis-worms in their square cases, showing
characteristic position and attachment. On wet boulders
along the Lamar River. Photo July 25, 192 1 487
Figure 127 (5531). Caddis-worms along the Lamar River, left stranded by
recession of the stream. Two types are here shown,
—
" picket " caddis-worms {Limnephilus) and " barnacle
"
eaddis-worms. Photo Aug. 8, 192 1 487
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Figure 128 (5515a). " Cornucopia " caddis-worms in a cluster on a rock
during pupation period. Lost Creek, July 19, 192 1 488
Figure 129 (5515b). A closer view of the same cluster of cornucopia caddis-
worms shown in figure 128. Note the resemblance to pine
needles 488
Figure 130 (5514). An eddy of the Lamar River about 500 yards above its
mouth. The shallow, pebbly pools at left are favorite feeding
places for the young of trout, minnows and suckers. Photo
July 16, 192 1 493
Figure 131 (5518). Shore of the Lamar River about 150 yards above its
mouth. The " holes " formed by the eroded rocks are favorite
spots for adult trout. Photo July 22, 1921 493
Figure 132 (5536). Panoramic view above confluence of Yellowstone and
Lamar Rivers. Cooke City Road and bridge across the
Yellowstone at right. Lamar River valley in middle distance.
Photo Aug. 8, 192 1 494
Figure 133 (5583). Junction of the Yellowstone and Lamar Rivers at low
water stage. View downstream; Yellowstone River at left,
Lamar entering at right. In the spring the boulders in the
foreground are under water. Photo Sept. 5, 192 1 494

DraiL'H by Edmund J. Sawyer.
Plate 25. A Black Bear Family ix the Yellowstone Park.
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INTRODUCTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The value of wild life in our State and National Parks de-
pends directly upon what we are willing to do to make proper use
of it. If wild life is neglected or ignored little benefit will be de-
rived from it, and if, on the other hand, it is carefully cared for
and the public is intelligently encouraged to appreciate it, much
benefit will be derived from it. As in the case of most things it
is of the greatest importance to realize that we can get from wild
life only what we are willing to put into it. If you know a park
where little is derived from wild life you know one at once in which
little has been done for it.
A second fact of basic importance is that the welfare of wild
life in the parks will depend fundamentally upon the welfare of the
parks as a whole. Their interests are mutual and interdependent,
and we must not expect wild life to be cared for and appreciated if
the parks as a whole are not. Our main practical point is to strive
to see that the wild life of our ]iarks receives all consideration that
*A revision, with additions, of Adams, '23.
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it fairly merits, and in accomplishing this the best interests of the
parks will be promoted. I have no plea for the special considera-
tion of wild life.
Generally speaking I fear that too many of our park adminis-
trators think of wild life mainly when it conflicts with their visit-
ing public, that is, when an animal disturbs or injures the park
visitors. In the Palisades Interstate Park poisonous snakes, leeches,
mosquitoes and "water bloom" are examples of this sort of un-
pleasant relation between the public and the native organic popu-
lation of the park. But this is only one aspect of the animal problem.
In addition to this i)rotective phase there is as well an even more
important one which concerns the active interest in parks caused
by the presence of wild life. We have in the United States thous-
ands of small and large local and national organizations devoted to
and centering about some branch of natural history. There are
bird clubs, flower clubs and entomological societies of great variety.
Then there are literally hundreds of sportmen's and outdoor organ-
izations of all kinds, a large number of which take a healthy and
sane interest in wild animals. In the aggregate these people make
a considerable assemblage who can be depended upon, under proper
leadership, to take much interest in wild nature in these parks and
work for its welfare. So far as known to me no systematic effort
has been made to interest and enlist the support of all such organ-
izations. In England this class of people has for a long time been
one of the main supporters of the large public parks. Thus Buxton
('84, pp. vi-vii) writes:
"I find that the most intelligent interest is taken in our wood-
lands by those who there pursue their studies in one or other of
the branches of Natural History. Many of them are of humble
station; but as members of societies, which are ver}- numerous in
London, of botanists, ornithologists, fungologists and microscopists,
they are enthusiastic searchers into nature. I have therefore added
some chapters on the different forms of life which they may expect
to find in the course of their rambles."
While I shall refer mainly to wild life I wish it clearly under-
stood that this implies also a proper liz'ing environment for it, in
order to be assured of its best utilization by the public. This in-
volves natural living conditions when living free, and suitable con-
ditions when confined.
Although speaking primarily of animals I believe that the gen-
eral principles discussed apply to many other features of nature,
mcluding the geography, geolog}-, the plants and the scenery:
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phases of nature to which, except the scenery, we have not yet given
adequate attention.
It will help clear up the point of view from which I have dis-
cussed the park problem, to state definitely the assumptions upon
which I have based my remarks. Probaljly some will not agree
with me on certain of these points. I hope that those who do not
accept them will see the need of a thorough discussion of these
points, and that later they will assist in elucidating them. For
brevity I will state them without discussion as follows
:
1. The publicly owned National and State Parks are devoted
solely to the public welfare. The wild life in them is public prop-
erty and should harmonize with all other uses of the parks.
2. This social ideal includes the recreational, educational, scien-
tific and aesthetic interests, and should exclude all commercializa-
tion of the parks.
3. The main criterion of proper use is that which is harmoni-
ous with permanent or sustained use—to pass on to future genera-
tions, unimpaired, the natural resources of the parks. The pres-
ent generation has no honest claim to more than a fair share.
4. The ideal and the practical must be combined in order to
harmonize with the preceding.
5. These parks, to be maintained upon a permanent basis, must
remain primarily a wilderness,—at least our National Parks, and
most State Parks should strive for at least a part of their area
to be reserved for that purpose.
6. All the wild parks should exclude from within their bound-
aries all plants and animals not native to the region. These areas
cannot be passed on to future generations unimpaired, if they are
periodically stocked with exotics.
RELATION OF WILD LIFE TO THE PUBLIC
The most important relation of animals to the public is their
attractiveness to park visitors. The silent grass-lands and forests
without birds and other animals lose much of their charm to a
host of people who will never become bird students. The pres-
ence of beaver dams and lodges, and the prospect of seeing these
animals at work, are powerful attractions in the Adirondacks and
in the Yellowstone. The mere presence of bears (Plate 25),
buffalo, elk, deer or moose has an appeal that no intelligent person,
at all acquainted with the public in the presence of these animals,
can doubt (cf. Grinnell and Storer, '16). And these attractions lose
none of their charm even in the midst of the most wonderful
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scenery ; in fact, as a rule, the scenery only adds to their charm.
I believe that this relation is now generally recognized among all
who have given thtnight to this subject. At present the practical
problem is how to devise means of bringing together wild life
and the public under the most favorable conditions. The follow-
ing are the most prominent methf)ds which have been suggested and
used, but the truth is that none of them has been thoroughly
tested out in more than a tew features.
Guide Books and Other Publications.—Our National Parks
have been particularly fortunate in the character of their chief
champions who have given us a series of books of remarkable value.
The writings of John Muir are a permanent contribution to our'
literature, and will sjjeak of the value of wild nature through the
ages to many coming generations. The published guide book,
as a method of presenting nature and wild life to park visitors, is
a means deserving of much study and worthy of generous support.
In spite of this being a well-known method its application to our
parks has not made much progress
;
only a few experiments along
this line have been tried out, and generally these have been limited
to catalogues and lists with a few notes, descriptions, and observa-
tions on animal habits. This method has long been out of date with
modern teachers of outdoor biology in our best colleges, where
plant and animal ecology is taught. These lists of animals have
their place and a certain value, but they should be held in the back-
ground, as it is now clearly recognized that this is not the most
successful method.
It is a great mistake to assume that there is only one kind
of popular guide. There are many avenues of approach which have
not yet been exjilored and experimentally studied. These include
the aesthetic approach, that of the amateur naturalist, the student
of nature-study, that of teachers and leaders of youth of all kinds,
and finally that of the very superficial j)ark visitor, who must also
be approached from various angles. Not only should the literarv
style vary with the method, but type, half-tones, maps and colored
plates must all be enlisted in a program to entertain and enlighten
the visiting public.
One of the most attractive guides published on an American
park is that by .SatTord: Xatuval Hisforx of Paradise Key and
the Near-hy Everglades of Florida ("19). The illustrations, half-
tones, majis and colored ])lates of this guide are a model in many
respects. Another recent and very attractive guide book assembled
by Hall ('21) for the Yosemite National Park, is evidently modeled
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after Nature and Science on tlie Pacific Coast (P. Elder and Co.,
San Francisco, 1915) which set a new standard. The first of these
park guide I)ooks, by Chittenden, on the Yellowstone, has much
real merit even today. In this connection attention should be called
to a recent book by Downing ('22) on the Chicago region. Al-
though not written ])riniarilv lor the Cook County Forest, which is
in reality a large forest park, it serves as a nature guide manual
for that region.
It has too often been assumed tliat our only need is for popular
literature on the wild life of our parks. But there is also an urgent
need of detailed information of a scientific character, as well as
of a technical nature concerning the administrative problems of
parks. We urgently need a great variety of publications, includ-
ing the popular, scientific and technical ; and some persons must
continuously stress the need of the less popular publications, be-
cause the success of our parks cannot be assured without a basal
up-to-date knowledge of the facts of nature in them.
We continually meet with critics of the technical and scientific
publications, and often similar criticisms of the popular. The
critic of the non-popular literature does not realize that most of
this has been written by those who on their own time and expense
have made these studies and naturally feel free to choose how they
shall present their results. Those who are eager for the popular
accounts can secure these also, without question, if they are willing
to pay the necessary price. There are many naturalists who would
gladly make the studies and prepare popular reports, provided the
facilities were given them to do the work. An understanding and
a reasonable expectation from each group would lead to better mu-
tual understanding and appreciation. For my own part I feel that
the public is really getting a generous supply of help compared with
what they have put into such work. Too often w^e expect to harvest
where we have not planted.
The New York State College of Forestry and its Roosevelt Wild
Life Forest Experiment Station have definitely experimented with
popular bulletins on birds for park and forest visitors. One has
been prepared for the Pali.sades Interstate Park, a second for the
Adirondack region—both by Silloway ('20a, '23)—-and a third, by
Saunders ('23), for the new Allegany State Park south of Bufifalo.
Another very attractive ty])e of handbook on birds, arranged
for use as one tours the ^'ellowstnne National Park, is l)v M. P.
Skinner ('25), formerly Park Naturalist there. This author has
made a special study of the tourists' interests as well as of the
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birds themselves. His Yellowstone Nature Book ('24) also shows
skillful treatment applied to the general natural history of
the Park. We are deliberately experimenting, as I have
said, with several methods of approach in these popular guides.
|]irds are particularly adapted for such experiments on account of
the \videsi)read popular interest in them. There is an active, stren-
uous type of ])erson who gets his pleasure while on the way, in
pursuit of the birds. The eye-minded and the ear-minded student,
each makes best progress by a different approach. Then there is
also the contemplative attitude, tlie aesthetic as well as that of the
understanding, so beautifully blended in Muir. Of course there are
those who feel that we should ignore such differences in persons,
but that is dodging the proljlem instead of solving it. These ten-
dencies are by no means limited to bird study, for they are of
general application. The papers in this number of the Bulletin by
Heller ('25) and Muttkowski ('25) are examples of similar popu-
lar acccjunts of fish and mammals in the Yellowstone. Nor does the
plea for economy in pul)lications hold, because it is one of the first
obligations to adapt our park methods to a large public, and par-
ticularly to that kind of public which will best appreciate the parks.
Experiments are also needed on guide booklets to the natural his-
tory of trails. These booklets must be the result of outdoor study
and should be made to fit special trails and localities. The whole
technique of laying out the.se trails is a virgin field awaiting detailed
investigation. .\ sjiecial knowledge of natural history, particularlv
of ecology-, is one of the essentials for such work. The marking
of the trail must be ex])anded to include an intelligent labeling of
what can be seen along it. This work must not be overdone and
thus disfigure the trails, I)ut the labeling of noteworthy geologic
and geographic features, plant colonies, striking individual trees, and
the haunts of certain animals, will have a wonderful influence in
stimulating a healthy and intelligent interest in outdoor nature. Wild
life interests will fit into such a program beautifully, but as you will
see, it will be useless to urge this for wild life alone, as these
various outdoor interests are all b(»und up so closely that all
will best progress together.
Lectures, Excursions and Nature Guides.—Oral leadership in
the form of lectures, conducted field excursions, and guides, has
already made a beginning in some of our ])arks. Lectures have
easily led because speakers have been easier to secure than the
various kinds of leaders needed for field parties and because larger
numbers can be accommodated. Ry all means these lectures should
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I)c primarily limited to the i)articular ])ark and to teacliing apprecia-
tion of it. The condncting of lield parties is difficult work, requires
special training, both in subject-matter and method (Adams, 'lo, '21),
and is I believe destined to become one of the most important
methods of assisting the public. 1 believe that it is a great mistake
to assume that the public can grasp only the simplest facts and
relations, and that it is useless to attempt to give the larger con-
ceptions. I do not think that this is true even of lectures, because
with proper accessories, slides, maps and models, much can be done.
Field excursions can often be planned to present the larger and
more striking conceptions to wonderful advantage. Not enough
is made of these larger ideas, so that often the public feels that to
know the name of an animal, a plant, or a rock is all there is to
science, and is wholly unaware of the existence of the larger ideas
(cf. Adams, '10, pp. 119-121). I believe that adequate guide leaf-
lets, guides on the trails, and properly placed trails, will do as much
if not more for the intelligent appreciation of wild life and the
parks than any single method (cf. Mills, '20).
Lecturing with pertinent slides, moving pictures and other appro-
priate equipment, can accomplish a great deal when large numbers
of people are concerned; but it can never take the place of the field
guide. The lecture is particularly suited to those spending very
limited time in our parks ; but those who camp, or who tour slowly
either by auto or on foot, have in the main other ideas and needs.
In the Palisades Interstate Park, Mr. P. M. Silloway conducted
field excursions for bird study (1918) and Prof. T. L. Hankinson
and I conducted similar excursions about the lakes and introduced
groups of boys to the wonders of animal life in the waters. We
all cooperated in laying out trails and marking them. The primary
emphasis was placed upon aiding people to get outdoors, observing,
thinking and enjoying themselves, because fundamentally it is
supervised nature work fir.st, followed by the self-directed kind, which
leads to the best results in the long run. In the case of city visitors,
who do not know the country, and do not know what to do in a
strange place, they naturally gravitate back to and demand city
diversions, but under skilled leaders much progress can be made
toward getting them away from these deep-set habits (cf. Adams,
'21).
In the Yosemite National Park, Dr. H. C. Bryant began field
excursions and lectures, for both adults and children, in 1920, and
these have been keenly appreciated (cf. Tzventy-sixth Biennial
Report, California Fish and Game Counnission, pp. 80-82, 1921).
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In this work Dr. L. II. Miller, hy lii^ wonderful rcpHKluction of bird
music and its inter])rctation lo the puhlic, has opcnc*! up a new
world to the park visitor.
Museums, Libraries and Zoological Exhibits.—It is only thn
advanced administrat(jrs of our ])arks who have become fully alert
to the needs of museum-libraries and livin<:( zoological exhibits in
our parks. It is rarely recognized among these officials just what
this implies, and they do not always realize that such a combination
of museum, zoological exhibit and library should be planned verv
differently from the corresponding city institutions. By all means
its exhibits should be rigidly confined solely to the resources of the
particular park, and it should be i)rimarily intended to stimulate
visitors to (/a out into the park itself and see as never before. Bur
in the case of the animal exhibit, it is better to do nothing what-
ever than to make a failure of it. The library should supplement tha
museum and be particularly selected to encourage an outdoor acqaint-
ance with the park. I have elsewhere emphasized the main features
of such a local museum ('o8a). The plans of Graves ('19) for a
"Nature Library" are easily adapted to particular parks. Such
a library should be viewed broadly as containing photographs, facil-
ities for lantern talks, and moving pictures. Such a museum-
library or its branches, should be so located that it will become the
natural meeting place for all information about our parks. The
facilities of the museum-library, supplemented by field work and
lectures, will make it the natural headquarters for the guide service
The zoological exhibit in the park should be devoted exclusively
to the kinds of animals natural to the region, and in this it is in
striking contrast with a city zoological garden. Too much em-
l)hasis cannot be put on this jxiint. The basic idea of such a col-
lection is to give the visitors, in a limited time, a good close-up view
of the native animals, and to encourage their interest in them as they
tour the parks or camp there ( Adams, '21a, p. 70).
No opportunity should be lost in teaching this visiting public the
reasons and methods necessary to projierly care for and appreciate
animals. Our parks' only safety, in the long run, i> an intelligent
and appreciative jiublic. They must therefore know the reason^;
for park rules and regulations, and the better they are understood
the greater the chances of their being respected and obeyed.
A moment's thought will show almost anyone that to meet ade-
quately the needs of the public along the lines here suggested will
necessitate a special staff of well trained persons.
The park which has so far made the most jirogress with a museum
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and zoolos^ical cxhiliits is ihc Canadian Rocl^y Mountains Park at
lianfF, wheiT Mv. 1 larlan I. Smith lias written tlic l)cst liandbook
so far i)ul)lished an\ park nnrseum ( '14).
ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF WILD LIFE
The administrati\ e aspect of the wikl Hie in our parks is a large
and important suliject. The problem of properly caring for and
using wild life to tlie best advantage in our parks is becoming in-
creasingly more serious and ditficult. With the increasing number of
park visitors new problems are coming up all the time. As intensive
use threatens to wear out the parks recovery can be secured through
decreasing the congestion—by enlarging the parks, or by temporarily
closing parts of them. With increasing population there is always
a tendency to encroach upon the wilderness. Thus to maintain
l)ark wildernesses can only be accomplished by a struggle, and the
eternal vigilance needed to preserve our liberty is the same price
ihat must be paid for the free, wild nature of the wilderness. The
wilderness, like the forest, was once a great hindrance to our civili-
zation, but now the tide has turned and wildernesses and forests
must be maintained, even at much expense, because human society
needs them. Not infrequently have I talked with enthusiastic friends
of our parks, who feel that in this struggle the odds are so much
against the parks and their w'ild life, that there is perhaps nO' use
to continue what they feel to be a losing fight. But it seems to me
that this is only another aspect of that constant struggle for any
high ideal—the only kind worth striving for ; this is not at all a
jieculiar feature of our park and wild life problems.
European experience furnishes us with a number of notable
examples of wild areas highly valued because so little of the original
conditions remain there. For in s])ite of the unfavorable situation
the appreciation of these original conditions has not yet died out.
This is worthy of s]iecial mention because of the fear one hears
expressed that this is a hopeless cause. In several k^uropean coun-
tries there are active organizations and endowments devoted to this
cause, and even governmental bureaus devoted exclusively to it
(cf. Ahrens, '21 ; Conwentz, '09).
Some of the main administrative problems concerned with wild
life are: the maintenance of this resource, including the complete
l^rotection of the associated vegetation ; the formulation of poli-
cies ; and the education of the public on wild life interests and the
perpetuation of their ideals.
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Maintenance of Wild Life.—The maintenance of wild life in
parks, in a normal, healthy state, is a relatively new art in America.
This involves adequate protection, by rules, rangers or police, and
by all the educational devices available. l!ut this protection is not
all a question of restrictions, for there is the productive and con-
structive aspect. Favorable conditions must be maintained, so that
the animals will breed normall}-. If fi^hi^g is permitted, the main-
tenance of the stock in the streams must be looked after continuously,
and the supply maintained. Careful supervision of all this must be
given and definite policies followed, or great blunders will be made
and much damage will be done. A competent park official should
supervise all this fish work.
At present, administrators are in a difficult position because of
the lack of definite ideas, policies, and pul)lic sentiment to support
definite programs, and the frequent changes of officials favor a lack
of continuity in jjolicies ; and furthermore, with such a wobbling
policy little is learned from experience.
Education of Park Officials.—At present, the parks suffer to
a large degree because they are necessarily in the hands of adminis-
trators who, because of their lack of special training, we must con-
sider as amateurs. We have had no profession for this line of
work, and some who have had the most training are to be feared
to a corresponding degree, because of preconceived, formal ideals,
which they with almost religious zeal, slip into the wilderness parks.
The ideal of a wilderness park is beyond their ken, because their
approach has been from another angle. These persons are of course
welcomed in formal city parks, but in our large National Parks,
and in the wild parts of State Parks they are liable to be a menace.
In the training of such men there has been no adequate recogni-
tion of the wild life problems or appreciation of the wilderness.
Another source of difficulty is the lack of trained rangers and
nature guides in our i)arks. Men are needed who have not only a
special fannliarity with a special subject matter, but as well with
the ideals of parks. Until very recently we have had no provision
for such training in our educational system, and not until adequate
l)rovision has been made for this can we expect the detailed work in
the parks to be wholly satisfactory. A complete technical staff is
needed for our parks, but this fact must be generally recognized
before young men will devote themselves to the park profession,
and the public must appreciate it fully enough to provide for it in
the appropriations.
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Need of Formulating Policies.—At present our parks are in
great need of definitely formulated policies, even if they are of a
provisional nature (cf. W'augh, '18; H. S. Graves, '20). Recently,
in connection with efforts to establish new National Parks, the need
of bringing out the distinctive characteristics of such areas, com-
pared with National Forests and other public uses of lands, has
led the "Council on National Parks, Forests and Wild Life" of
New York City (an informal group interested in these problems),
to formulate their ideas. This has resulted in a policy leaflet revised
to Oct. 25, 1923, while in the same year the Boone and Crockett
Club, of New York City, formulated a policy with regard to the
protection of big game in the West, which includes the National
Parks. Such constructive efforts deserve hearty commendation,
but we should bear in mind their provisional character because
they have not been based upon the prolonged investigation which
their merit warrants. A recent valuable summary of the National
Park Service, outlining its history, activities and organization has
been compiled by Cameron ('22). The recently organized "National
Conference on Outdoor Recreation" is in a position to do excellent
work for this cause.
The Forest Service has issued in mimeographed form, from the
District Foresters' offices at Albuquerque, Denver and Ogden, "Fish
and Game Handbooks," in which certain of the Forest Service policies
for wild life are carefully outlined. These policies are naturally not
the same as those of the National Parks, but they have much in com-
mon ; and these handbooks will prove to be of much value to any
serious student of the whole park problem who wishes to work out
a similar manual for the different National Parks.
A broad, general policy for the parks is not enough ; it should
be comprehensive, but at the same time it should be worked out in
as much detail as is possible, so that in time we will have for our
National Parks a manual corresponding, is some respects, to the
Use Book of the Forest Service. Each State Park or park ad-
ministration should have a similar policy, which should be published
and made a part of the educational data available to the public.
It will then be accessible for criticism and improvement. Of course,
as many park executives are without adequate help, are liable to
political interference, and their tenure short, they are frequently
liable to neglect the formulation of these policies, and depend solely
upon the laws establishing the parks. Without general policies vjt
can not expect detailed, well-worked-out plans for wild life. Todav
we have no such published program for the wild life of our Na-
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tional Parks, not even ftjr the fish, which might be expected to
precede that for other kinds of animals. The U. S. Fish Commission,
in the early days, had no conception whatever of the Yellowstone
as a wilderness park, with the fish life maintained as nature left
it, and for this reason the Gjmmission was favorable to stockin<^
the waters with various s])ecies of exotic fish, and of stocking the
streams thoroughly al)Ove all falls, where uninhabited by fi>h, an'!
likewise the isolated lakes. A recent Commissioner of the U. S.
Bureau of Fisheries, Dr. H. M. Smith C\J), has .sketched a fish
cultural policy for Glacier National Park, and has urged that
different waters should be reserved for different kinds of fish
;
that there should be no i)romiscuous ])lanting; that the introduction
of non-indigenous species should be pnjhibited ; and that stocking
and fishing should be conducted on a definite policy, which should
rest with the federal Pureau of blsheries. Several of these are
admirable recommendations. In my own opinion, however, it would
be very unwise to take the administration of the fish out of the
hands of the Park officials and place it in the hands of the Bureau of
Fisheries, even if the Bureau showed, as it has not in the past, an
adequate appreciation of this resource as it should be ])reserved in
National Parks. The Park officials .should develop their own staff
to handle the fish jjroblems. and the}- should be more than mereb'
fish culturists, because this work involves many broad biological
problems involving other animals than fish, and requiring the ability
of trained naturalists. Certain aspects of the fish cultural problems
in the Yellowstone have been described by H. M. Smith ('20),
and Smith and Kendall ('21). In the report of the Director of
the National Park Service for ic;20, p. 312, it is stated that in the
Grand Canyon National Park, "Bright Angel Creek has been stocked
during the year with eastern brook trout." W'hether this was done
by the Park Service or the Bureau of Fisheries is not stated, but
it is just such blunders that should l)e avoided.
The attitude of the present U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, and of
the Park Service itself, has improved somewhat, but still they have,
in the main, adhered to the older policies and standards of making
angling available everywhere, rather than to maintaining original wild
preserves. I have no doubt that this policy has grown up without
much deliberation on their part and certainlv not after considering
the future value for educational and scientific purposes, of large
areas of wilderness waters. The idea that forests with h\g game
animals should be maintained as a wilderness, and that there is an
advantage in natural wild waters, appears to lie a new conception
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for our })ark.s. Some of the same i)ersons who are very eatjer to
maintain a wihlerness for certain purposes have never recoj^nize'l
that others are e(|ually interested in an untouched aquatic wilderness.
.Attention has ah-eady heen called to the need of trained park
officials to look after the fish, who are more than fish specialists,
and who can fully ai)preciate the ideals of the Parks, and as well
have an extensive knowledg'e of other Park animals. For example,
one of the latest puhlications of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
clearly shows this need. Dr. H. Rich, Assistant in Charge of
Scientific Inquiry, has recently ])ointed out {Progress in Biological
Inquiries, /yj'^ 8-9, 1(^24) the results of an investigation
made hy the Bureau of the relation of the white pelican to the trout
in Yellowstone Lake, as follows:
"The pelican colony on \'ellowstone Lake in 1922 was found to
numher between 500 and Ooo birds, from which about 200 young-
resulted. Vor the si.x weeks of their sojourn on the lake they subsist
almost entirely upon the black-spotted trout, the toll taken by each
pelican during the season amounting to al)out 350 fish, and involv-
ing, besides, a large loss in trout eggs through the destruction of the
breeding fish.
"The pelican represents a strange and interesting ancient type of
bird life and it is not desired to exterminate it in the Yellowstone
Park, where it is of much interest to tourists. Measures have been
recommended, however, for the regulation of its numbers through
the destruction, by ])roper authorities, of a percentage of the eggs
deposited on the breeding grounds in the i)ark. The recommenda-
tions are now under consideration l)y the Bureau of Fisheries and the
National Park Service."
Let us look into this situation a little further. The LI. S. Commis-
sion of Fish and Fisheries, the predecessor of the Bureau of Fish-
eries, established a trout egg collecting station on the shore of the
West Thumb of Yellowstone Lake, in 1901, and nine years later
(see Report of Acting Supt. Maj. H. C. Benson for 1909, pp.
8-9) the Acting Sui)erintendent reported that over 33,000,000 eggs
had been taken. This was the most important egg collecting station
for these trout in the world, and the eggs w'ere shipped throughout
the neighboring states so that by 1917 the depletion of the small
streams between the Thumb and the Lake Hotel was recorded. In
1918 the pelicans and gulls were condemned for serious injury to
the trout, and in 19 19 it was suggested that a reduction be made
in the number of ])elicans. The Park Sui)erintendent now recog-
nized the depletion of the waters and the need f)f increasing fish egg
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plantings within the Park. At this time the practice of allowing the
hotels and camps to take trout for table use was prohibited, this
taking efifect on August 15, 1919. During that summer alone there
had thus been used commercially over 7,500 pounds of trout, in
spite of the fact that the act of dedication, March i, 1872, states that
the Secretary of the Interior was instructed to "provide against the
wanton destruction of fish and game found within said ]>ark,
and against their capture or destruction for the purpose of mer-
chandise or profit." In 1921 about half the eggs collected were
planted in the Park. In 1922 the Bureau of Fisheries conducted its
investigation of the pelicans, resulting in the official statement already
quoted from Rich, suggesting a reduction of their numbers. During
the 22 years that records have been published of egg collecting in
this lake, over 187,000,000 trout eggs have been taken, of whicii
an unknown but relatively small number—about 32 millions—were
planted in the Park, and of these, 21 millions were planted in 1922
and 1923. The waters are now clearly recognized as becoming de-
pleted. This is clearly and primarily due to the too extensive egg
collecting, and to the commercial use of trout on tables; and sec-
ondarily, to excessive angling; and lastly, and least of all, to the
pelicans and the gulls. The general practice of depleting waters
about fish cultural stations, which Kendall ('24) has pointed out,
has been in full swing here with its injurious eflfects, and indicates
very clearly that our National Parks are not the places to locate such
general fish collecting and distributing stations. The Park authori-
ties have now restricted the shipping of eggs out of the Park, have
prohibited commercial use of trout hy hotels and camps, and are mak-
ing greater restrictions on angling. This. I think, fairly states the
background needed for consideration of the relation of the pelicans
to the trout. Certainly, if angling is to be continued, and to be
maintained with the increasing numbers of Park visitors, a li.sh
cultural plant is absolutely necessary ; but it should be conducted
solel}- from the standpoint of the welfare of the Park, and not as a
general public utility and for commercial use. This was advocated
in 1901 and 1902 by Major Pitcher, Acting Superintendent, in his
annual rejiorts.
Is this large colony of pelicans w'orth careful preservation, frora
the stand])oint of future generations of Americans? From several
.standpoints the pelicans are imique birds, entitled to careful pro-
tection, as there are certainly only a very few places, and possibly
none outside of Yellowstone Park, where their preservation can be
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assured. The true status of the pelican, from ihe pubHc stand-
point, cannot therefore be determined solely 1)_\- its status in the
Park. What are the probabilities of its permanent preservation else-
where? Dr. F. M. Chapman has already pointed out the precarious
situation of their other breeding grounds (see Camps and Cruises of
an Ornithologist, pp. 379-380, 1918). The real purpose of the Na-
tional Parks is to preserve in them what can best be maintained there.
These birds require isolated, protected islands for breeding, just
such conditions as exist in Yellowstone Lake. If the Yellowstone
Park is to live up to its past reputation as our leading wild life
preserve the pulilic must feel assured that they are in safe keeping
and cannot be menaced by excessive fish egg collecting, commerciali-
zation of trout for hotels and camps, or by excessive angling.
The destruction of a certain amount of trout by the pelicans is a
necessary phase of the maintenance of wild life in the Park, just as
is the growth and protection of forage and the cutting of hay in
relation to the maintenance of elk and bison, or the destruction of
insects and rodents by the bears, or even the collection and planting
of trout eggs. Before any restrictive or drastic measures are taken
it is eminently wise to have much more complete information about
them. When trout eggs were first collected in the Park the supply
was considered "inexhaustible," but now we know better. The
breeding of pelicans, about which we know very little, is vastly more
difficult than that of trout, so that at present the only safe method is
to greatly increase a proper kind of fish culture, and to absolutely
prohibit the shipment of trout eggs outside of the Park. There is
an abundance of eggs to stock the Park waters and to feed all the
pelicans and the gulls. Furthermore, it will be necessary to make
greater restrictions on the catch, as we know how to do this, rather
than to interfere in any way with the pelicans, about which we know
so little, and whose future is precarious.
The Wilderness Policy.—The Council of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, at the Toronto meeting in
December, 192 1. passed the following resolutions, which have a
very direct bearing on the policy of our National and State Parks
in maintaining their native plants and animals in natural conditions.
These resolutions read (Sdencc, N. S., Vol. 55, p. 63, 1922) :
"Whereas, one of the primary duties of the National Park Serv-
ice is to pass on to future generations for scientific study and edu-
cation, natural areas on which the native flora and fauna may be
found undisturbed by outside agencies; and
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ll'licrcas, the planting of non-nalivc trees, shrubs or other plants,
the stocking of waters with non-nati\e fisii, or the liberating of
game animals n(jt native to the region, impairs or destroys the
natural conditions and native wilderness of the parks;
Be it Resolved, that the i\merican Association for the Advance-
ment of Science strongly opposes the introduction of non-native
plants and animals into the national park> and all other unessential
interference with natural conditions, and urges the National Park
Service to prohibit all such introductions and interferences."
The Ecological .Society of America, a leading organization of
naturalists interested in outdoor natural history, has also passed
similar resolutions {Ecology, Vol. 3. pp. 170-171, 1922).
In spite of the public announcement of these resolutions, only
recently it was announced by a representative of the National Geo-
graphic Society that he planned to secure plants from Tibet, "suit-
able for planting in Glacier National Park" {Science, N. S., \'ol. 58,
p. 460, 1923).
As the importance of maintaining wild, natural parks, is not
sufficiendy appreciated, it is worth while to briefly summarize some
of the main reasons for this polic}'
:
1. With our increasing population wild lands and their native
population of plants and animals are decreasing at an alarming rate.
Much of lun^ope has imdergone this demolition. The public has
heard much of the decrease of insectivorous birds, because of their
relation to forest and agricultural crops, and sportsmen have become
aroused about fish and game, but there are many other plants and
animals, also of great value, in defence of which we hear little. Even
educators have become but slightly alert to the danger of teaching
about nature only in cultivated fields and artificial parks.
Wild lands, with their native plants and animals, are as worthy
natural monuments as are other valuable features in our parks.
These have great scientific and educational value fcf. Grinnell and
Storer, '16). Today, all wild lands and wild waters tend to become
more remote so that before long they will be inaccessible to the
average citizen. Sportsmen and anglers are l)eing shut off from
private lands and in turn the}' have begun plans to reserve wild
public lands for hunting and fishing. We readily grant the validity
of this, but our educational needs for children and scientific needs of
both children and adults are certainly not a less worthy reason for the
preservation of wilderness lands and waters.
2. If parks are to be managed so that they may be passed on tc
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future generations unharnu'd. the\' must in the main remain wild.
No one can safely assume thai he is al)le to tell liow valuable thes«
regions will become in the future, when properly stocked. \Vhen
once a plant or an animal ])ecomes extinct it is beyond liuman power
to restore it. We can well afford to play safe in such matters.
Sir Harrv H. Johnston, a member of the Honorary Advisory Coun-
cil of the Roosexelt W ild Life Station, has very well said that:
"The world will become very uninteresting if man and his few
domestic animals, together with the rat, mouse, and sparrow are
its onlv inhabitants. ]\lan's interests must come first, but those
very interests demand food for the intellect. Aesthetically, the
egret, toucan, bird of paradise, grebe, sable, chinchilla, and fur-seal
are as important as the well-dressed woman. The viper, lion, tiger,
crocodile, wolf, vulture, and rhinoceros have all their places to fill
in our world picture. They are amazingly interesting, and there-
fore their destruction should only be carried out to the degree of
keeping them in their proper sphere."
The whole situation is thoroughly sized up by H. G. Wells in
his Outline of History . as follows
:
"But there will be no diminution of adventure or romance in
this world of the days to come. Sea fi.sheries and the incessant in-
surrection of the sea, for example, will call for their own stalwart
types of men ; the high air will clamour for manhood, the deep and
dangerous secret places of nature. Men will turn again with renewed
interest to the animal world. In these disordered days a stupid,
uncontrolled massacre of animal species goes on—from certain
angles of vision it is a thing almost more tragic than human miseries ;
in the nineteenth century dozens of animal species, and some of them
very interesting species, were exterminated ; but one of the first
fruits of an effective world state would be the better protection of
what are now wild beasts. It is a strange thing in human history
to note how little has Ijeen done since the Bronze Age in taming,
using, befriending, and appreciating the animal life about us. But
that mere witless killing which is called sport today, would inevitablv
give place in a better educated world community to a modification
of the primitive instincts that find expression in this way, changing
them into an interest not in the deaths, but in the lives of the beasts,
and leading to fresh and perhaps very strange and beautiful at-
tempts to befriend these pathetic, kindred lower creatures we no
longer fear as enemies, hate as rivals, or need as slaves. And a
world state and universal justice does not mean the imprisonment of
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our race in any bleak institutional (jrflerliness. There will still be
mountains and the sea, there will be jungles and great forests, cared
for indeed, and treasured and protected ; the great plains will still
spread before us and the wild winds blow. But men will not hate so
much, fear so much, nor cheat so desperately—and they will keep
their minds and bodies cleaner."
3. Original or virgin conditions are particularly suitable for teach-
ing and for scientific study (.\dams, '08, p. 147; '13, pp. 23-35),
because they are relatively sim])ler and less confused than when man
interrupts the natural order b\- his confusion and destruction (cf.
Sumner, '20; Shelford, '20). We have learned that the natural
behavior of animals in nature is very different from those caged
and in confinement. Our large animals are of the greatest interest
in our parks, and any complete scientific knowledge of them neces-
sitates that they be studied in the wild state. The public must there-
fore provide the proper conditions for them in order to derive the
most from them, both from a popular and a scientific standpoint
(cf. Hahn, '13, p. 171). No animal can be thoroughly understood
independent of its normal environment. It is therefore not enough
merely to preserve these animals in zoological parks and in cages.
Confined animals have a great educational value, without doubt, but
they are not an adequate substitute for wild animals in nature. There
must also be a permanent wild supply to maintain the zoological
gardens of the world.
Although there are considerable areas of the National Forests
which are likely to remain virgin wilderness, this is not a sufficient
guarantee that we will have all we need. The chances are that in
the near future silvicultural foresters will, with increasing empha-
sis, strive to retain valuable examples of representative virgin for-
ests within our National forests and State forests, in their original
condition for special study. These areas will also act as preserves
for many animals, Init they will not necessarily provide for the
larger animals unless they coincide, as they well might, with wild
life preserves. Some foresters have already observed the need of a
forest "wilderness" as a part of the recreational policy of the
National Forests (Leopold, '21), and others for the purpose of
teaching and investigation (Ashe, '22; Pearson. '22). and if such
areas give complete protection to both plants and animals great prog-
ress will be made. The grazing of domestic animals must be restricted
or excluded from such preserved areas or the herbaceous vegetation
will soon be greatly modified (Korstian, '21). The experiences in the
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National Forests clearly show just what will certainly happen in
our National Parks, from the wilderness point of view, if they
are not strictly guarded. These experiences also clearly show that
great caution must be exerted, even with the present customary
grazing in our National Parks. Without question this should be pro-
hibited, and the forage should be reserved for the game in the Parks.
Until prohibited, the grazing should be under the close supervision
of a range ecologist. The same ideas apply even to living and
dead trees, that at any time may be cut in these National Parks.
At present we have only one official park forester in the great
National Parks, and very few connected with State Parks ; and not
all foresters are alert as to the value of virgin forests. European
experience (Conwentz, '09, pp. 118, 131) has clearly shown that
the clear cutting of forests is very harmful to many kinds of native
plants, and this is equally true for many animals, for we know that
the vegetation exerts a powerful influence upon most forest animals.
In some State Parks commercial forest management is practiced,
and this is very desirable under certain circumstances if the com-
mercial forests and the preserves are well balanced, and if provision
is made for corresponding management of the preserved areas. At
present, great caution must be observed not to confuse the man-
agement of these two types of forest. A proper balance should be
secured, and then the commercial forest might well be made a
source of supply for the local wood-using industries, and a means
of securing revenue for the maintenance of the whole park (Adams,
'21, p. 64). In time, the park authorities may find it necessary to
charge a small fee for their use, and a forest park with funds from
the timber and from a fee or license for the use of the preserve,
might secure enough revenue tO' do much more constructive work
than one depending solely upon taxation and gifts. This possibility
is so important that it deserves more attention than it has received
in the past. The new Allegany State Park in New York was planned
upon such a program.
The chances are that National Parks will never be numerous
enough and widely enough distributed to give us a sufficiently large
sample of our native flora and fauna to meet all scientific needs.
This is one reason why State Parks in the East are in a jwsition to do
much more, on the whole, than National Parks. But it is not enough,
as has been said before, simply to preserve the species. We need,
just as imperatively, samples of their normal habitats ; and to make
2
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these safe, the samples must l)e fairly large and widespread, or
devastating fires or incompetent officials are liable to cause an exces-
sive loss. There should not be too much concentration.
An excellent example of the need of natural conditions for .scien-
tific studies is seen in the case of the timber line on mountains.
A few years ago the American ])lant ecologist, Shaw, was making
a .special study of the causes of the high timber line on mountains
and pointed out that
:
" Most of the work on the subject of timber line has been done
in Europe, and there the conditions are peculiarly unfavorable.
For in the Alps and Pyrenees, the timber line has been greatly
modified by human agencies. When an observ^er has first to decide
whether that which is before him is due to natural causes or not,
his conclusions stand a double chance of error. Certain European
workers have published elaborate tables showing the precise altitude
of timber line and other facts of vegetation for parts of the Alp'^.
When it is remembered that ilocks and shepherds have played a con-
siderable and not easily determined ])art in bringing about present
conditions, the value of such tables is less apparent. A study of
wooded mountains where conditions are entirely undisturbed would,
therefore, seem desirable. ... So far as first-hand knowledge
goes, I may say that in a walking tri]) of several weeks through
the Alps, I had much difficulty in finding an illustration of timber
line that was beyond suspicion of being artificially caused. I did.
however, see the shepherds pulling up little trees near timber line
in a manner which left no room for speculation as to its efficiency.''
{Plant World, Vol. 12, pp. 63-64, 65; 1909.)
ENDOWMENT FOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
The greatest advances in .science and education are today made
by the combination of pri\ate endowments and public supixirt.
Our Smithsonian Institution was no doubt an influential agent in
teaching Mr. Carnegie and Mr. Rockefeller the value of endow-
ments for research. The American Museum of Xatural History
and the New York Zoological Society are examples which show that
semi-public institutions, supported by taxes and by endowments,
make the most rapid and constructive advances in their respective
lines. The Palisades Interstate Park, supported and built up by
private gifts and State funds from Ixjth New York and Xew
Jersey, under the guidance of Mr. George W. Perkins taught
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the whole workl the use of a great puhhc i)ark for the people-,'
welfare along several new lines. This method of combining private
and public support seems at present to appeal to the idealism of
large-minded men and makes it possible for such institutions to
make the greatest progress. It is important to note that in such a
plan tio great success can be secured unless there can be enlisted
in the cause men of real practical idealism of a very high tyi>e,
combined with sound practical judgment. Without such leadership
routine work can be conducted along conventional lines but no
great advances can be expected.
The time has come when we must begin an educational campaign
for large endowments for the educational and scientific work in
our National and State Parks. Of course, much can be done by
cooperation with various individuals, the colleges, universities, and
scientific societies, particularly with some of the State universities,
especially if urgent recjuests are made to them for cooperation.
They are likely to respond best when sought. But it is likely to
take some time for these institutions to become acquainted with
this phase of work, as most of them, even today, have but a faint
realization of outdoor biological problems and their application to
parks. Fortunately there are a few marked exceptions.
The parks need such funds primarily for three purposes
:
1. They need a technical scientific staff to solve their own scien-
tific problems as much has they need lawyers and engineers. The
need exists — but it is only slightly realized,— and in the main
only those who are taking a broad view of the situation are aware
of the conditions.
2. They need an ed iicational staff to build up their local museum-
library, for nature guides, and to supplement and aid in the training
of rangers, who should also be trained men. This stafl: should be
the mainstay for popular lectures,— lantern and moving picture lec-
turers who will arouse intelligent appreciation of the resources of
the parks.
In general, the .scientific and educational staffs should be distinct
because the two kinds of work can not be done at the same time,
and the staff can not be expected to divide its attention successfully.
An executive does not expect his lawyers or engineers to drop their
work at any moment and give a popular talk, or to conduct other
extraneous work, and the same applies to the scientific staff.
3. The educational and scientific staffs should be large enough
to include certain men who could devote their whole time to the
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practical and technical problems lhat demand immediate attention,
closely related to the administrative, rather than to the scientific or
educational aspects of park work. The main reasons for advocating
this as a distinct group is that in practice it is rare that sufficient
funds can be obtained to secure men who are versatile enough to
cover so large a field. Furthermore, research is a special kind of
work that requires uninterrupted attention to secure the best results
(cf. White, '23, pp. 23-25) ; it is therefore safer to plan for larger
staffs.
It is generally difficult in administrative circles to appreciate that
first-class men who are willing to have their work continually inter-
rupted by all sorts of administrative breaks can only rarely be
secured. These men must, to get the best results, be protected from
such interruptions. It is the administrator's first business to adopt
methods that will permit his organization to solve its problems, and
this is one of his duties which too often is undervalued.
To provide for such a staff for our Parks will necessitate a con-
siderable endowment. To be concrete, the Yellowstone and the
Yosemite alone now need a full million dollars each, the income
of which should be devoted exclusively to research and education in
these respective Parks. These funds should be independent of the
scanty Congressional appropriations and would tend to make them
much more effective, and they would do much to educate the public
in an intelligent use of such parks. Who will question for a moment
that today we would not have the Katmai National Monument had
it not been for the scientific investigations which have been made
and are being continued by the National Geographic Society under
the leadership of Griggs?
The Palisades Interstate Park needs just such an endowment and
such a staff, as I learned when cooperating with the Commissioners
as a representative of the Department of Forest Zoology in the
New York State College of Forestry. During the seasons of
1918 and 1919 the field parties of the Department of Forest Zoology
and of the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station con-
ducted their investigations on wild life in this Park (Adams, '19).
This was done through Mr. George W. Perkins, in immediate co-
operation with Mr. Edward F. Brown, Superintendent and later
Director, of the Camp Department of the Park. Later, a short
time before Mr. Perkins' last illness, a plan was presented to him
for field studies to be conducted cooperatively by the Park Com-
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mission and the Roosevelt Wild Life Station. The idea was to
conduct just such investigations and demonstrations as had already
been started in the Park during the previous seasons (cf. Roosevelt
]]'ihi Life Bulletin, ^'()l. i. p. 53, 1921).
Our party began work there by making a study of the fish, as a
basis for properly managing the waters (cf. Adams, Hankinson and
Kendall, '19), and preparing guide booklets on birds for the paric
visitors (Silloway, '20). But we were soon importuned to study
some method of controlling the leeches in one of the most frequented
bathing lakes, and incidentally controlling the mosquitoes (by means
of fish), and finally to aid in the control of the algae causing
" water bloom " which also annoyed the bathers. These investiga-
tions were made by Moore ('22, '23), and Smith ('24). In the
effort to control the " bloom," it was found that the copper sulpha'^e
also killed the fish. It then became a study of how to harmonize
all these interests, and this series of problems could not be solved
without the aid of scientific men. It will be seen that these are
relatively new kinds of park problems, and that they are a direct
result of intensive use occasioned by the proximity of the Park to
our largest city. These new park activities are due primarily to
Mr. Edward F. Brown's ideas of camp development which Mr.
Perkins accepted (cf. Jessup, '19, p. 159) and organized in the
Park on such a large scale that it became the largest camping park
in the world (cf. Silloway and Brown, '20).
The main advantages which the public will derive from such a
staff' of experts ought to be self-evident. It is rarely that one must
show that a lawyer or engineer is needed for a technical problem,
but how to gain similar assistance for the educational, scientific and
like problems in the parks is not quite clear, even to some of
our best park leaders. This is natural when we recall that most
of those engaged in park work have gone into it without a pro-
fessional park training, and for this reason, although they may have
a special interest and experience in some phase of the work, as a
rule they do not have a comprehensive grasp of the problems, or
the technical knowledge needed for many diverse undertakings.
For these reasons it is worth, while to summarize some of the major
advantages of such a professional staff':
T. Trained men are necessary for scientific, educational and
technical work. They must have the time and facilities to master
these problems and to adapt them to the situation. We have
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no reason to expect scientific services free, and the public has no
more right to expect that such technical services will be contributed,
than legal or medical aid. Moreover these men must be devoted
exclusively to their own special work.
2. The wild life of the parks requires constant, all-year-round
attention. A great number of our ]>arks will be more and more
])atronized the year round when the people become educated to
it. With this increasing patronage there will constantly develop
new problems for solutif)n and supervision.
3. It is only such a staff that can be expected to i)resent, in
suitable jKjpular form, the natural history resources of the parks.
These popular accounts should be presented from many angles if
a large public is to be reached to advantage. It is a common
error to assume that there is only one jiopular form of approach
;
a multiple approach should be carefull\- cultivated by diflFerent
types of students and authors.
4. There are certain ])roblems of ])ark administration that should
first l)e solved as scientific problems, and then executed under
technical supervision, such as the care of fish, game and birds,
mosquito control, and the management of the forests. These are
examples of the problems, which, with increasing use, the natural
resources will require. They call for a kind of supervision which
the average executive can not be expected to know about, and )'et
these are just the points that a special staff will know about, and
their advice and help are therefore necessary.
In concluding these remarks on the need c)f endowments it is
important to emphasize that the management of wild life is a
more or less elusive subject for the public and the administrator to
understand ; and it cannot be understood merely by inspection
—
it must be known intimately. Otherwise, great damage may be
done by neglect or ill-advised measures before it is realized that
anything is wrong.
The real difficulty is that wild life and its problems suffer from
just the same cause as the human animal in our democratic system
of environment. As Walter Lippmann has recently said: "For the
troubles of the press, like the troubles of representative government,
be it territorial or functional. ... go back to a common source:
to the failure of self-governing people to transcend their casual
experience and their prejudice, by inventing, creating, and organ-
izing a machinery of knowledge. It is because thev are compelled
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to act without a reliab'e picture of the world, that governments,
schools, newspapers and churches make such small headway against
the more obvious failings of democracy, against violent prejudice,
apathy, preference for the curious trivial as against the dull impor-
tant, and the hunger for sideshows and three-legged calves. This is
the primary defect of popular government, a defect inherent in its
traditions, and all its other defects can, I believe, be traced to th:.-
one." (Public Opiuioii. pj). 364-365, 1922. New York.)
SUMMARY
In concluding this discussion, I wish to summarize my main
jioints as follows
:
1. We will derive benefit from wild life in our parks in direct
relation to what we devote to it. We need to recall that living
organi.sms respond readily to fair treatment.
2. In general, wild life can ])rosi)er only with the parks as a
whole.
3. Wild life is a very valuable resource in any wild park, anil
it is generally so recognized by the public.
4. The National Parks should remain a virgin wilderness for
educational, scientific and recreational purposes.
5. State Parks should retain wilderness areas, as well as include
commercial forests, the proportion depending somewhat on local
conditions.
6. In relating the wild life to the pul)lic a variety of experimental
popular publications is advocated. Technical reports are needed for
park officials. We need a distinctive park literature.
7. Field e.\cursi(jns conducted by carefully trained guides are
advocated, to develop trails and a trail li^era'.ure, and as one of the
best methods for teaching the appreciation of natural resources.
8. A museum-library, devoted exclusively to each particular park,
should be equipped for exhibits, lectures, demonstrations, lantern
slides and moving pictures, to arouse interest primarily in the local
park. This should be the headquarters for the guide service.
9. A local zoological exhibit, of the park animals only, would
stimulate interest in the wild life of the park, l)ut it should not be
conducted like a city zoological garden.
TO. The maintenance of a virgin wilderness park is a very diffi-
cult, but not a hopeless problem, if intelligent public sentiment
is developed in its behalf.
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11. Specialized education and training of park officials of all
kinds is urgently emphasized. As a means to this end park policies
should be formulated and published with a full explanation of park
ideals.
12. The far-reaching imimrtance of preserving original habitat
conditions for plants and animals, from the educational, aesthetic,
scientific and recreational viewpoints, is strongly emphasized. The
value of State Parks in this i)]an is very important.
13. To develop public appreciation and conservative utilization of
parks, large endowments are needed to supplement public support.
The greatest progress is made where public and private aid is
combined with high and practical idealism. A movement should
be started for endowments for educational and scientific work in
both National and State Parks.
14. Park endowments are perhaps one of the best means of
developing a technical stafif for our parks. The preservation of
wild life and other natural resources requires supervision by such
specialists.
15. A fact-finding or research organization is a necessity, not a
luxury, in dealing with park wild life problems, and will make
it possible to apply the scientific method to their .solution.
16. Wild life sufifers from the major defects of our democratic
S3'stem of control, and its welfare depends fundamentally upon
improvements in this system.
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NATIONAL PARKS POLICY AND WILD LIFE
" The service thus establislicd shall promote and regulate the use of the
Federal areas known as national parks, monuments, and reservations herein-
after specified by such means and measures as conform tf) the fundamental
purpose of the said parks, monuments, and reservations, which purpose is to
conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by
such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future gen-
erations."
An net to csfablisli a Xatio)hi! Park Scrz-icc,
and for ofher f^urposes. Public — No.
-^35— ^11 Congress, (H. R. 15522);
1916.
" For the information of the public an outline of the administrative policy
to which the new Service will adhere may now be announced. Tliis policy is
based on three broad principles :
'first, that the national parks must be maintained in absolutely unim-
paired form for the use of future generations as well as those
of our own time
;
'second, that they arc set apart for the use, observation, health, and
pleasure of the people ; and
' third, that the national interest must dictate all decisions affecting
public or pr.vate enterprise in the parks.'
"
Fraxklix K. L.\xe,
Third minimal Report, i'. S. Xatioiial Pari;




THE BIG GAME ANIMALS OF YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK*
By Edmund Heller
Collahorafor, Roosevelt Game Natitralisf, Roosevelt Wild Life
Forest Experiment Station, Syraeitse, Nezv York.
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II. Mountain Sheep or Bighorn.
12. Bison or Bufifalo.
13- Prong-horned Antelope.
INTRODUCTION
One may have a preconceived idea that people who visit the
Yellowstone National Park center their interest on the geysers
that spout and play and fill them with awe by their wonderful
hydraulic displays. Nothing, however, is farther from the truth.
The summer tourist probably is most fascinated by the sight of
the two species of Park bears. The black or brown l)ear is a
friendly animal and a never-ending source of wonder and amuse-
ment ; and the shy but powerful grizzly expresses in every move-
* This is the second of a series of papers on the wild life of Yellowstone
National Park which has been made possible by gifts to this Memorial
Station from the joint friends of Theodore Roosevelt and of wild life
.conservation. The initial aid for this plan came from Mr. Howard H. Hays,
President of the Yellowstone Park Camps Company. Mr. Heller and his
assistant, Mrs. Hilda Hempl Heller, contributed their services ; Mrs. Corinne
Roosevelt Robinson and an anonymous friend contributed funds ; and Mr.
Kermit Roosevelt loaned his naturalist's camera for the photographic work.
I ffladly avail myself of this opportunity on behalf of the Roosevelt Wild
Life Station to thank these persons most heartily for their cooperation. (Cf.
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nicnt an alertness and a s])irit of independence that instantly com-
niands resi)ect. The tourist's conversation follows the promptings
of his heart, and bear talk flows from his lips far oftener than
any regarding the geysers or other inanimate objects.
The accent is on bears, rather than other animals, only because
the bears are seen more frecjuently and are easier to scrape ac-
quaintance with, either along the highway or in the vicinity of the
camjis and hotels. Almost any species of large mammal is more
alluring to the visitor in Yelknvstone Park than even the geysers,
notwithstanding the wonderful and varied displays of these natural
gushers.
It is doubtful whether the men who fifty years ago set aside
a wilderness square about the geysers for their official protection
ever dreamed that these four boundary lines would one day en-
close the greatest game refuge in the country. Today, Yellow-
stone Park harbors more big game animals and in greater variety
than any other park or wild life sanctuary in the United States.
And yet unfortunately its present boundaries and its altitude are
such that it is almost impossible as an all-the-year-round game
refuge. It was an accidental circumstance, a geographical provi-
dence, that some of our big game mammals originally ranged in
summer in the great geyser region and were thus allowed to live
their lives and reproduce their kind in relative seclusion. It is,
however, a strange parado.x which compels us to starve and freeze
some of these game animals annually in order to preserve the
remainder. For the Yellowstone is actually a cold storage Park
for si.x months of every \ear. From December to late April or
May it is covered by a heavy mantle of snow which chills the
grazing animals and buries the vegetation on which they depend
for sustenance.
The bears have partly solved the problem of winter by hibernat-
ing
; but no bear can endure hibernation more than five or six
months, and the first of April usually marks the end of his winter
sleep. About that time Bruin emerges into the white world of
early spring with an aching and hollow interior, and straightway
visits his favorite hotel, which he finds closed, silent, and absolutclv
lacking in hospitality. He must either feed on the carcasses of elk
and other game that have succumbed to the cold or lack of forage
during the winter, or else wander down and out of the park to
the snowless lower country where he can dig roots or secure small
animals. A bear's life is not too easy in the Yellowstone, even
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 46. The old Canyon Ranger Station. This was replaced in 1922 by a
commodious log building combining the ranger headt|uarters with a tourist
recreation hall.
Photo h\ Edmund Heller.
Fig. 47. A "Snowshoe ( abin " for winter ranger patrol, near the Park
boundary on Upper Yellowstone River, in the heart of the best moose
country. Secretary of the Interior Fall and party, September, 1921. Peaks
of " The Trident " in background.
4o8
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 48. Chief Ranger Woodriiig starting nn a trip of inspection to the
station at HcHroaring Creek on the ranse "\ the iiMrtliern elk hcrfl.
ri.M.y h\ Edmund Hctlcr.
Fig. 40. Some of the nun on the permanent ranger staff. These are the
hardy mountaineers who guard the hig game animals of the Yellowstone
and make the lonely winter patrols of the Park boundaries.
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though lie is a pensioner at the hotels and camps (kn'ing the
tourist season. There is always a hard spring to weather it he
remains in the Park; hut if he wanders outside he must dodge
the bullets of ranchmen as best he can until with the coming of
June the Park hostelries open and he can return to his happy
summer home in the forests near their refuse dumps.
The hoofed animals, being less fortunate by nature than the
bears, must struggle through the winter precariously, but if the
snows are not too dee]) and the grass too sparse beneath, they
manage very well. Park officials now have the awkward problem
thrust upon them of saving or preserving game animals in great
numbers in an area which Nature never intended for a winter
game refuge. E\ery fall the Park staff has a hard fight to prevent
the herds of elk and the diminishing band of antelope from
wandering out of the Park into the neighboring States where they
are sure to be destro}-ed in one wa}" or another, legally or illegally.
This exasperating situation can be remedied in only one way, that
is, by enlarging the Park to the north and to the south along the
lines of march of the downward migrating animals, so as to include
sufficient winter range to enable them to survive the severest season.
This proposed enlargement of Yellowstone Park, making a better
geographic vmit, will enable the ranger force to more readily pro-
tect the game from hunters who now line the boundaries during the
open season and strive to slaughter every individual and band that
ventures outside in search of food.
In the fall of 192 1, I visited a National Park, the Yellowstone,
for the first time. At the invitation of Dr. Charles C. Adams,
Director of the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station of
the New York State College of Forestry, I engaged in a pre-
liminary survey of its big game animals for this institution. I
had met with the game species of the Yellowstone elsewhere in
the hunting field years ago and had collected most of them as
specimens for our natural history museums, but I have never before
passed time more pleasurably and profitably than in this present
natural history investigation. I learned more about the habits of
the animal sjiecies observed during these few months than in all
my previous hunting experience.
As our oldest and best stocked game sanctuary Yellowstone Park
is an ideal field for the study of large mammals. For forty years
elk, bison, antelope, mountain sheep, deer, moose, bear and beaver
have lived here in comparative safety, and their protection is now
almost absolute so long as they do not strav outside tlie Park.
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They exist under very nearly original conditions, and their real
characteristics and habits can be studied in their natural environ-
ment to great advantage by the sympathetic lover of wild life. To
a hunter-naturalist there is no more attractive field for study than
that of the habits and behavior of these game animals,—creatures
that have been systematically i)ursued and have withstood extermina-
tion chiefiy by their admirable intelligence in the uneven struggle
against man.
My explorations and investigations in the Park covered a period
of some fifteen weeks in late summer and autumn, August 13 to
November 17, 1921, with the exception of a fortnight in October
(the 8th to 2 1st) spent with Hon. Stephen Mather, Director of
the National Park Service, on a motor trip to the canyons of Utah
and the north rim of the Grand Can\-on of the Colorado. While
1 was absent from the Yellowstone on this latter journey, my
wife, Mrs. Hilda Hempl Heller, remained in the Park engaged in
animal photography in the Lamar ^'alley and in the Mammoth
Hot Springs district. Mrs. Heller assisted me in photography and
field work throughout my stay in the Park, with the exception of
the last three weeks, which I spent alone.
The routes we traversed in the Park totaled over 1200 miles,
of which less than 100 miles were made by saddle-horse and the
rest by motor car. Al)out thirty da}s were spent in mountain
climbing and following the trails on foot. Our operations were
limited to central Yellowstone Park in the vicinity of the high-
ways that connect all the camps and hotels. The principal tourist
camps were visited and the bulk of our time was devoted to making
the acquaintance of the game animals which haunt the neighborhood
of these resorts, particularly Camp Roosevelt, Canyon Camp and
Mammoth Camp. Several trips were also made to the BuflFalo
Ranch on the Lamar River. Mr. Howard H. Hays, President of
the Yellowstone Park Camps Company, was our good host at the
camps, and he and his stafif assisted us in many ways. We are
indebted to him for many motor rides and for much personal good
cheer, his spirit t\pifying the good fellowship and democracy of
the West.
Mr. Chester Lindsley, the Assistant Superintendent of the Park,
met us at the West Yellowstone entrance and drove us through
the Park to Mammoth Hot Springs, formerly the military station
of Fort Yellowstone. Our first day took the form of an elaborate
initiation, a tour of over 120 miles with short stops at famous

Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 52. A mother black bear and cub dining on garbage " a la carte."
Many bears live in tlie vicinity of the camps and hotels during the summer
as a result of protection, and feed daily at the refuse dumps.
Photo by Edmund Hcllcr.
Fig'. 53. Young bears stalking the caretaker's cabin at Camp Roosevelt.
Note the barbed wire entanglement on roof of log storehouse. In the fall,
just before hibernating, both black bears and grizzlies frequently break
in where food is stored.
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geysers and colorful springs and waterfalls, and included a ride
along the shores of beautiful Yellowstone Lake during a sudden
hail squall of great violence. We had begun our journey in the
bright sunshine of a summer's morn and had viewed almost every
species of hot water displa\-, and then at noon a hailstorm over-
took us and we were shown what cold water and ice could do!
After lunch at the Lake Hotel we continued our journey over the
meadows of Hayden Valley, following the meandering Yellowstone
River to its Grand Canyon. \\"e viewed the canyon between
showers. It is a beautiful mass of soft yellow coloring, a natural
work of art, due to chemical disintegration of the lava rock. The
simple beauty of this canyon abyss with its great waterfall has been
often misstated and exaggerated in print. It requires no kaleido-
scope of colors to describe its beauty. It has a charm all its own,
a yellowness that is soft and dominant, and proportions that gladden
the eye. ^^'e reluctantly stole away from this fascinating canyon
and drove into a second hailstorm before reaching Norris Geyser
Basin where the youngest and most active of the geyser children
play. The place was a mass of steam issuing in many small jets,
with one great voice, the Black Growler, dominating the smother
of white vapor. Darkness closed down on us at the Golden Gate,
a few miles from our destination at Mammoth Camp.
Two days later we were welcomed by Superintendent Horace M.
Albright, during a breathing spell in his task of preparing his esti-
mate of the annual budget for alb the National Parks. He is a
conscientious public servant with a multitude of duties to perform,
official and social, which do not permit him a single moment of
leisure during the summer tourist season. Throughout our stay in
the Park he gave us the use of Park facilities and the assistance
of his ranger staflf (see figs. 46-49), as well as his own personal
attention whenever he could spare time from his official duties.
Superintendent Alljright is a good father to the game animals, solicit-
ous of their welfare and protection at all times. He regards this
last refuge of the grizzly, the vanishing antelope, and the remaining
great moose, elk and buffalo herds as a sacred trust. Very efficient
game protection is being built up ; but the Superintendent's rule is
not absolute within the Park, for not a few of the things permitted
by the National Park Service pass without his approval. He needs
a free hand if the rarer and more valuable animals are to be immune
from persecution, the first consideration in the effort to perpetuate
these species.
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The photographs accompanying this article were for the mos:
part taken by the author with the naturaHst's graflex camera which
Mr. Kermit Roosevelt used during his expeditions with his father
to Africa and South America, and which he generously loaned for
the present study. Figure 52 has been reproduced already in The
Minds and Manners of Wild Animals by Dr. Wm. T. Hornaday,
p. 130, 1922; figure 6r has appeared in The World's Work, Vol. 45,
p. 109, Nov., 1922; and figure 92 was published in Natural History,
Vol. 22, No. 3, p. 230, 1922. A number of original photographs
secured by other observers, and kindly furnished for use in thi5
paper, have been duly credited to them.
I am greatly indebted to Mr. Milton P. Skinner, until recently
official Park Naturalist, for numerous suggestions and points of
fact drawn from his twenty-five years of painstaking and accurate
records of Yellowstone mammals. Also to Mr. Edmund J. Sawyer,
present Park Naturalist, from whose drawings, based on two sum-
mers' observations of the Yellowstone bears, plates 25 and 26 have
been reproduced.
Finally, grateful acknowledgement is here made to those who
generously contributed the funds that made possible this preliminary
survey of the big game of the Park. An anonymous friend of
Colonel Roosevelt and of the Station donated $1000 to defray ex-
penses of the field work. Mrs. Corinne Roosevelt Robinson, Avho
had accompanied her brother Theodore Roosevelt on one of his
expeditions to Yellowstone Park, also contributed. The initial sup-
port for this project came irom Mr. Howard H. Hays whose camps
furnished us board and lodging without charge during the tourist
season. The warm interest of all who coo])erated in one way or
another is deejjly api^reciated by both the author and the Roosevelt
Station.
GRIZZLY BEAR OR SILVERTIP
Ursus horribilis inipcrator Merriam
The sight of a wild free grizzly bear in the Yellowstone excites
more awe and admiration in us than does that of any other wild
animal. It is here still possible for the tourist to behold that most
feared of all .\merican animals, the grizzly or silvertip in his native
wilderness. Every evening at sunset you will find gathered on the
slope above the Can\ on Hotel garbage dump a large party of people,
waiting hushed and excited, to get a glimpse of the grizzlies coming
to their favorite feeding place. To see the great bears suddenly
emerge from the ft)rest in the dusk antl come galloping along, their
415
Photo by Edmund Hellrr.
Fig. 54. " Old Black Joe," one of the huge black bears at the Canyon
garbage dump. It is said that none but a full grown grizzly can master
this 500-pound giant.
They usually come to the dumps at mid-day, but the grizzlies wait until
evening.
Photo by Edmund Hcllc''.
Vi'r [^() \ f riciully " cinnamon " bear being studied
by Mrs. Heller and Dan Beard at Camp Roose-
velt. It is dangerous to feed any Park bears out
of hand
;
they should never be approached closely
except by one familiar with their uncertain moods.
The safest rule is to " Leave em alone I
"
('v Hilda Hcmfl Hcllcr.
Fig. 57. A Camp Roosevelt bear that helped the author take many bear
portraits.
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rangy tuniis showing absolute fearlessness and power in every
movement as they approach, is the grandest sight in Yellowstone
Park.
The grizzly is the undisputed master of the animal world in which
he lives. Then why does he wait until sundown to make his appear-
ance at the dump where none may dispute his possession? He is
now by instinct nocturnal, and a century-long education through
persecution b}' hunters and other armed men, has made him ex-
tremely cautious. The grizzly's bump of caution has grown so
large that his awesome glory has almost departed. In the old day.s
he feared no man or beast, and stalked at will over our western
plains unmoved b}' the sight of any enemy. His brain, however,
has received many shocks since the Wild West was settled, and
today he is as cautious and wary as he once w^as bold. For fifty
years he has lived under more or less complete protection within
Yellowstone Park, but his intelligence is not keen enough to grasp
the fact that here he is safe from the attacks of men, and that the
Park is his whenever he chooses to take possession. Unhappily, his
experience whenever he passes the boundary quickly destroys any
confidence he may have gained. He remains a hungry monarch in
a land of plenty. All day he lies dozing in his lair or ranges the
solitudes of the lodgepole pine forests of the Park plateau (fig. 90),
while the black and brown bears are feeding merrily on fresh-
dumped garbage. At sunset he stalks boldly forth into the open and
gallops to the dump where, following the daily visits of the black
bears, perhaps only a few bones and empty tins await him. What
the grizzly needs is more confidence in man while within the Park
sanctuary, and recognition of the fact that man is no longer an
enemy but a friend. How can we educate this great crafty American
mammal to a realization of his social possibilities? Food has not
proved to be the magic lure for him that it is for most animals, the
spur that impresses the memory,—he has not yet learned the dinner
hour. Can we awake him to a diurnal diet and to the "early bird
catches the worm" sort of philosophy? Were he protected outside
as well as inside the Park, this might be possible.
Today there are less than fifty grizzly bears in Yellowstone Park.
The former Park Naturalist, Mr. AI. P. Skinner, who is highly expert
in census field work, puts the number at forty, which is probably
a conservative estimate. Grizzly bears are today no more abundant
than they were fifty years ago when the Park was established; they
are perhaps less numerous. They apparently wander out of the
Park and are killed at a greater rate than they breed. These are
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the sad facts! How can we safej^uard the grizzHes now living inside
the Park under protection, so that an increase in numbers will be
assured in their only stronghold now left in the L'nited States?
Placing food on the dumps after sunset would be one solution, a-i
it would give the grizzly a fair share of the food that should be
his, and it would also give him low down in the pit of his stomach
a conviction that the Park is his home. The greatest aid in procur-
ing a stay-at-home grizzly would be spring feeding by the Park
Service from about April i. when the bears emerge from hiberna-
tion, to June 20, the ojjening date of the hotels and camps. Tho
spring is the saddest time of the year for the bears, who emerge
from their hibernation gaunt with hunger and with a determination
to forage to the ends of the earth if necessary in order to procure
food. If the Park Service would expend a few dollars in bread
for them it would doubtless be rewarded by a stay-at-home and more
sociable and visible type of grizzly bear.
Stopping the shooting of grizzlies outside the Park is difficult,
owing to the sentiment against bears and against game protection
in the Rocky Mountain States, and owing more, perhaps, to the
value of the hides and the sport to be found in shooting big game.
Nevertheless, laws should be passed and enforced in all the states
bordering on the Yellowstone Park prohibiting the shooting and
trapping of these animals. Only such individuals as are proved I0
be cattle killers should be destroyed, and then only by special orders
from the game warden, and by members of his own stafif, not by
the stockmen or others who may report the presence of marauding
grizzlies. It is only occasionally that grizzlies become cattle killers,
and such individuals should of course be prevented from doing
damage. The indiscriminate slaughter of bears is stupid and brutal.
At Canyon Hotel dump you may often see horses and grizzlies in
the closest pro.ximity to one another. The horses know that thev
are safe, or they would not approach a grizzly within fifty feet
or less.
The grizzly bear has sufifered more than any other large ganit*
animal of the United States. His natural range is now practically
reduced to one small spot, the Yellowstone Park. He deserves our
protection on account of his great scientific and educational interest,
as well as because he is a thrilling feature of the original wilderness,
and he should therefore be given at least as much consideration and
protection as the other game animals. The intense popularity of
the wild bears in the Yellowstone is undoubted proof of the high
regard in whicli they are held by our people generally.
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Photo by Edward A. Eichstaedt.
Fig. 58. The caretaker and one of his friends at
Camp Roosevelt. These two have a mutual under-
standing and never take any undue advantage.
Photo by Edward A. Eichstaedt.
Fig. 59. Exploring the camp yard for possible tidbits. This cinnamon bear,
with her litters of cubs, has been a leading attraction at Camp Roosevelt
for several years.
F.'chstacdt.
Fig. 60. This scene may be witnessed any cla>' at Camp Roosevelt where
the wild bears may be observed and photographed at will, to the great
delight of all visitors.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 61. A black bear sitting astride a limb in a grotesquely man-like
fashion,— not a common proceeding. Nothing is more fascinating than
the bears' droll antics.
Bi(J irailU' .tllillKlls iij the )'(7/(^^\'.^7();/('
Grizzlies arc UMialU pictured 1)\ w riler> as Icrociuus. solitary
brulcs, ""carryini; a clii[i alinui du iluir >li()ul(.lcrs" wherever they go.
Such statements arc due to dd'eclixc i<no\\ ledge and false in\ ention.
.\ny i^erson w lio ha> read James I apen Adams' account {ci. I lie
Adventures of James L open Adams, Munnlaincer and Grb^iy Bear
Hunter of California, by Theo. H. Hittell, 1911) of the two grizzly
bears, a male and a female, which he trained to accompau}- him
in the hunting lield, to carry packs, to be as docile as dogs, is fur-
nished with a truer j)icture of the grizzly's character originally than
that to be obtained in our modern books of hunting lore which paint
tins animal as e.\treniel\- ferocious and dangerous in order to magnify
the hunter's bravery in encountering him. He is no more dangerous
than man's persecution compels him to be. But this does not mean
that in his present state of mind this shy and wary giant is to be
trifled with, or that the Park visitor can attempt any advances with
impunity. The grizzly nuist be left severely alone, if he is to be
sa\ed as a species, and if he is to remain most useful as a type of
primitive wilderness life.
In regions where the grizzK is hunted he may frequently travel
alone, but the grizzlies in the Yellowstone appear to live in families
(see pi. 26) for several years at a time, and are seldom solitary.
That they live together as a rule and are sociable, may be considered
a natural characteristic. Some of the old males may lead a solitary,
cantankerous life, but such are the exception. ''The Galloping Six,"
who have passed into Park history and legend, illustrate the grizzly's
sociabilit}-. These six bears are said to have been adults of average
size who were always seen together. They perhaps represented two
families of young, three being the normal number in a litter. The
Galloping Six were seen associated together in the Park for several
years and the various thefts of food they committed are well re-
membered by the rangers.
My introduction to the Park grizzlies occurred on my first visi''
to the Canyon on August 26. I visited the Hotel garbage dump at
sunset and watched with the waiting crowd of hushed and expectant
tourists under the guardianship of Ranger \\'oodring. Just as it
was growing almost too dark to see, the forms of two grizzlies came
galloping out of the shadows of the pines and across the open
meadow to the feast. Several black bc^rs which had possession at
the time discreetly vanished. The two grizzlies never faltered, but
came running up the hill and hurriedly sought out the food possibili-
ties. A few moments later another pair of qrizzlies a]i]:ieared, com-
3
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ing from the same direction as the first two. These came on at a
gallop and as they neared their fellows the two first-comers gave
way a little, while the strangers sought out a satisfactory dining
place for themselves. Soon a third pair of grizzlies appeared, gallop-
ing toward their feeding brethren from the same direction. At
sight of these last two the four that were feeding ceased and stood
hack, allowing the newcomers to aj^proach and choose an eating
place. Then all six settled down to .sorting over the garbage peace-
fully together. This procedure was evidently grizzly etiquette.
The six animals were adults and of equal size, and were easily
distinguishable from the black bears even in the dim light by their
high shoulders or "humps" and their saddle-.shaped backs. We
waited a quarter of an hour longer, whi>pering our remarks to one
another so as not to disturb the shadowy monsters scarcely two
hundred feet away. Xo more grizzlies came, and darkness settled
down on the silent landscape.
A few nights afterward I saw ten grizzlies come to the same
dump. One old grizzly with three cubs, this year's litter, came early
just as the sun had sunk behind the dark pine-clad plateau. She
approached slowly, being a cautious mother with a large family to
fend for. She preceded her cubs a few yards and ascended the re-
fuse duni]). Later, the young ones were allowed to come up. Soon,
however, her peace was broken b)' the appearance of the six grizzlies
seen the night before, who came trotting along quite unconcerned.
The mother mo\ ed away hurriedlx with her cubs and gazed warily
at the six as they nosed about among the tin cans. The babies
stood up on their hind legs and stretched their wee necks to have
a look at their big brothers. Finally, the mother made the cubs stop
w here they were while she went forward to feed and mingle with
the six grizzlies now in possession of the dump. The young one.s
were well trained and sat patiently waiting in silence. As grizzh'
bear cubs do not usually climb trees they have little defense agaimi
members of their own species except by running. They are always
in greater danger when they break parental discipline than are
black bear cubs who can more readily climb to safety. On several
other occasions I watched the grizzlies come to the dump, but never
saw them solitary.
The Yellowstone Park staff should guard their grizzly bears as
their most precious possession and should not allow any to be
taken from the Park for any purpose, under any pretext. Xo
museum should be allowed to kill specimens for scientific or exhibi-
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Pli-t., hy Ednu'iul Heller.
Fig. 64. A bull elk during the rutting season of late October, ranging in the
sagebrush of Swan Lake Flat.
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tiuii purposes, nor should any zoological garden be allowed to tra[)
breeding females for stocking its dens. Every effort should be
made by the staff to preserve the few grizzlies still remaining in the
I'ark and to encourage them to live wholly within the Park and rear
their offspring there. At the same time we should try to secure their
[)rotection in all the surrounding National Forests. Under presenr
conditions they are in danger of sudden extermination. Last season,
grizzlies came to only two out of the ten or eleven garbage dumps
where black bears feed regularly, namely at Canyon and Lake
Hotels, and the rangers who had these two dumps in charge reported
in all only some 25 individuals during the whole season as visiting
the dumps. I'nder these circumstances it is surely high time that
the Park Service grant no more iiermils for the slaughter or capturi"
of grizzlies. An effort should at once be made by the management
to guard them most strictl}' until they become more generally dis-
tributed over the reserved area, so that they can daily visit most of
the garbage dumps and be seen by a majority of the tourists instead
of by only a few. Some day we may thus have a surj^lus of grizzlies
in the Yellowstone Park, and when that happy time arrives a fev»'
of the bears may be legitimately captured for zoological gardens
and museums.
BLACK, BROWN OR CINNAMON BEAR
Ursiis aiiicricaiuis Pallas
There is no more appealing animal in the Park than the black
bear. His is a popularity based on his friendship for man, and is
well deserved. His gentleness and confidence in the people he meets
with (see figs. 56, 57) and his diurnal habits and love of camps and
hotels, makes him an easily found and observed animal. The black-
bear is the onl}- large mammal that is seen and photographed by many
visitors, for the deer and elk though more abtmdant are timid forest
folk, and the grizzly is a nocturnal rambh-r and very seldom seen
in broad daylight. The most marvelous bit of animal psychology
I noted in Yellowstone Park was the intelligence displayed bv the
black bears in their not unfriendly advances toward man and the
sagacious manner in which they accept his proft'erings of food (fig.
58). They are l)etter mannered and more reserved in the presence
of food than even that noble animal the dog. The display of
restraint necessary to keep in check a hunger-born instinct to rob
and take by force the food oft'ered them at arm's length bv weak.
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frail humanity is really remarkable in a wild, free-wandering bear! •
The black bear who has tamed himself deserves all the encourage-
ment we can give him as well as our friendship and protection. The
Park management is protecting the black bears against the tourist,
as the} are really too friendly and confiding toward undisciplined,
ihcjughtlcss humans, who are sometimes tempted to tease and play
practical jokes on good-natured ])ears and thus irritate them to the
point of conmiilting nuirder. Jt shuithl be home in mind tliaf bears
are zvild animals of nneertai)i niood and can not be safely fed out
of hand by the visitor. To (|uote the emi)hatic warning of Park
Xaturalist Skinner: "LEAVE 'EM ALONE!" Some tourist is
sure to unwittingly trnitalize some bear by displaying food to him
and keeping it jusi out of his reach. -\ savage attack by the bear
is often the dire result.
Your own pet dog, when feeding, would ])robably not permit such
liberties; why should a wild bear? Xo zoological garden permits
visitors to feed f)r tease its animals, for the be.st of reasons. More-
over, it is their \ cry wildness thai gives the bears their charm, and
nothing would be less desirable in a v. ilderness park than to domesti-
cate its wild denizens. The Park management has stationed rangers
at all the garl)age dumps to see that this rule against tourists feedin;.:
or annoying the bears is obeyed.
The black bears deserve a thousandfold the protection and the
food that is given them, but they are still far less numerous than
they should be. and are to be seen with certainty at only a few
places along tlie loo]) highway. Ihit, as indicated in our discussion
of the grizzl}-, only an enlarging of the Park, or thoroughgoing pro-
tection in the surrounding National Forests, will result in a perma-
nent increase in the number of bcu's. .\t L'pper Geyser Basin,
the Lake, and the Grand Canyon, the\- frequent the hotel garbage
dumps (figs. 54, 55) together with the grizzlies. But at Camp
Roosevelt they may be observed and photographed at close range
during any hour of the day ( fig. 60). and their droll antics and
fascinating ways are a continual delight to the onlooker.
The black, brown and "cinnamon"' bears—all merely color phases
of the same species—are remarkable tree climbers (figs. 61-63)
and the dense conifer forests are their ever-ready refuge. It is most
amusing to watch a i)air of cubs go scampering up a tall fir at a
cjuiet signal from the mother, or when thrown into a temporary
fright by some imaginary danger. Plate 25 represents a typical
family of black bears in their Yellowstone home. In the vicinit}'
of Camp Roosevelt their wcU-wdru trails and the marks of their
Photo by Edzcard R. Warren.
Fi's. 66. An elk trail through the lodge-
pole pine forest on a ridge beside Lost
Creek. Such trails often parallel tlie deep
ravines, crossing at favorable points.
Photo by Edinniid Heller.
rig. 67. A grmip of elk cuws and their calves in aspen woods near
Mammoth Hot Springs in winter.
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I'"if>. ()S. A hand of cow elk in the snows of late Xovcmbcr at Mammotli.
This open cedar !>rove was severely browsed hv elk during a starvation
period, the winter of 1010-1020.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fifl. 69. An elk herd (males and females) in the I'pper Gardiner \ alley
in late Xovemher.
Hi<j Ciiiitc .liiiiiitils (if llic )'cll(Kcsl(iitc 4*9
powerful (.-laws mi tlu- nff-lruiiks aix' in hi' idund all aliout. The
presence of such universally interesting- animals should hy all means
he encouraged and they should he allowed to hecome more plentiful,
hut kept in their wholly wild and natural state.
There are in Yellowstone Park prohably less than 150 black bears.
The former Park Naturalist, Mr. ]\T P. Skinner, estimates about
125. and my observations in 1921 would lead me to consider this
figure a fair one. 1 did not meet with more than thirty different
individual bears in three months' study and search. The black bears
fail to increase in numbers for very much the same reason that the
grizzlies do. Special feeding in the late autumn, after the hotels
and camps close, would keep them inside the Park at a time of year
when they must eat heartily and store up fat for their long hiber-
nation of four or five months of winter. They cannot hibernate
successfully unless in fat condition and the\- should not be forced
by lack of food to hibernate outside the Park. The killing of black
bears in states bordering the Park should be absolutely prohibited,
as they almost never become cattle killers ( though they occasionally
kill sheep and pigsj or interfere .seriously with the sort of agri-
culture practiced by the farmers of the Rocky ^Mountain states. Yel-
lowstone Park unfortunately produces ver\- little bear food except
grass and the roots and ljulbs of a few herbs, and in the lower val-
leys mice, ground s(|uirrels, and other small mammals. Berries are
far from abundant and there are no mast or nut producing trees or
bushes in the Park from which bears can secure much food. In
Yellowstone Park the hotels and camps close by September 20, thus
suddenly cutting ofi their artificial food supply. This is a very
serious and unpractical joke to play on the gentle and confiding bears,
who have been led to expect their regular dail}- rations. Thereupon
Bruin becomes a burglar (see fig. 53), or failing in his raids for food
he often leaves the Park on a foraging expedition from w^iich he
])rol)ablv will never return. We should, moreover, not forget that
well-fed l)ears are more likely to be well-behaved bears. Their
house-breaking depredations in the Park are all committed in the
autumn after the hotels have closed and the bears are left foodless.
A few hundred dollars spent annually by the Park .Service for suit-
able bear food would keep the creatures at home during the critical
period, and also restore their confidence in the Park as a land of
I'lenty and a safe haven at all seasons.
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GRAY WOLF
Canis nu.vicdinis niihilits Say
Does not the wolf also deserve a place in the Yellowstone Park?
He is the noljle or i<(noble hero of much of our literature. Who
would not give a year f)f his life to see a wild wolf or a whole pack
of wolves trailing down an elk or deer? The carnivorous animals
that kill their prey are always our chf)ice in story and in the hunting
field. If they were not killers that show ])luck and courage we
should not admire them. ])Ut since we admire the wolf and are
thrilled by his exploits why not tolerate him, at least in our wilder-
ness parks? Great elk herds arc not conducive to a balanced piece
of nature without the wolf to add fire and alertness to their lives.
Protected like cattle the elk become like cattle. Herds of hoofed
game, without the presence of a few carnivorous beasts whom they
fear, lose much of their character and interest. Should we not be
glad to pay for a wolf's mere ]>resence and his "demoniac" howl with
one or two elk a monlh as food?
There are but few wolves now- remaining in the Yellowstone
;
they are almost exterminated in a land where at least their voice
shoulfl he heard. 1 was saddened last year in Yellowstone Park not
to hear a wolf howl. X'orthcrn Michigan and Wisconsin outdo the
Yellowstone as a w ilderness in which the howl of the wolf is still a
woodland melody. In that land of forest and swamps he howls
nightly. He lives afar from the ranch of the stockman, and no lum-
berman or forest owner fears him or wishes to accomplish his ex-
termination. I hope some day to see a pack of wolves in full cry
after their hoofed (|uarry and see with my own eyes how they pull
down their game. I do not advocate the support of manv wolves
in our ])arks, but a few would helj) secure a condition of balance
amid our wild life and maintain the alertness of the game animals.
MOUNTAIN COYOTE
Caiiis Icstcs ?^Ierriam
A very much maligned animal in the Yellowstone Park is the
coyote. Here he dwells in the one i)lace where protection should
be af¥orded him, in a Park where all the hoofed denizens get a fairly
square deal, a chance to lead their normal lives to a normal finish.
What a National Park should in general aim to be is a balanced
piece of nature, where we see nature as it was before the coming
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I'lujt.- by lulmuuJ I Idler.
Fig. 70. A band of cow elk in tlic Gardiner X'alle.v in early winter.
The characteristic gait is a rapid trot, the muzzle being held high.
Fig. 71. Billy,'' the gelded elk that for several years frequented Camp
Roosevelt and the Lamar Valley in summer, migrating to Mammoth in
winter. The abnormal antlers were soft, and were never shed; one had
been accidentally broken.
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P!i to by li.l-.vard R. Warren.
%\ 1
^-".^t Lake, near ( amp Roosevelt, now a favorite haunt of moose,
llie lake is bordered with a zone of vellow water lilies. A heaver lod-'e
may be seen at the riuht.
""^
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of the white man, with no foreign species of animals inserted and
no native ones exchided. How can we have a balanced Yellowstone
Park with the coyotes excluded ? The coyote may occasionally kill
a fawn, but only rarel\'. He is really a mouse catcher and you may
see him daily in the Park meadows searching for mice. He is our
weirdest carnivorous mammal and deserves a jjlace in our parks and
our hearts. Anyone who has heard the song of a coyote, that un-
canny medley of diabolic sounds, realizes thai he is a most unusual
animal, a serenader of really great charm and baffling melod}-. One
coyote sounds like a whole pack, either of coyotes or of evil spirits,
according to your mood. Hrne>t Thompson Seton has justly sung
the coyote's praise, and there is no man of our generation whose
sentiment in natural hislory ha- received wider acce[)tance.
The coyote is shot on sight in the Yellowstone because the Park
officials have not yet conceived the idea of balance in nature. They
have striven tc) have a ])ark filled with elk and other hoofed game to
the exclusion of other interesting animals, or at least they have
placed emphasis on various species as worthv of preservation and
condemned or looked indifferently on others. Any coyote caught
killing fawns or lambs should, it is true, be separated from his spirit
at the point of a bullet as an undesirable denizen. The Park rangers
love to have some live object on which to try their markmanship and
the coyote is their legitimate pre}- under the present rules. I do not
blame the rangers. They have the hunter's instincts strongly de-
veloped and their love for animal life was acquired or developed in
the hunting field, where the prevailing idea has been to save only
the hoofed game, and solelv for the hunter's own killing and use.
As a finale I wish to add that the song of the coyote is more wel-
come to me and dearer to my heart as a real expression of wild life
than the songs of most birds, ^^'hile in the Yellowstone Park I
heard several coyotes sing, and the voice of one I listened to in a
canyon was much amplified in volume and positively startling. As
they sing, their sharp little muzzles are pointed straight up heaven-
ward in the most approved ecclesiastical way. Any normal mouse-
hunting coyote (an animal with the voice of a devil as well as that
of a bird) should receive the protection and encouragement of every-
one.
COUGAR OR MOUNTAIN LION
Fclis eoncolor liipj^olestes Alerriam
How can we s\-m])athize with an animal which is bv habit stealth}-,
cxceedinglv era fly l)Ul cowardly. u>ually voiceless, and which preys
wholly on game animals for its livelihood? \\'e could forgive it for
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feedint; on ^^amc, l)ecause it is a carnivore, but how can \vc l^e friendly
toward an animal that can neither be seen nor heard? As far as tlie
Yellowstone- Park is concerned, some people ardently interested in
wild life may feel that the cougar might well be dispensed with, as
this is a region where lie cannot actually be observed under natural
conditions. But his tracks at least may be seen occasionally in the
snows of winter, and while there are ordinarily no great thrills to
be gotten out of o])serving sjKior, the mere fact that such a great
beast, the largest of our cats and .self-sufficient in the face of all
man's hunting arts, exi.sts unseen in our Parks, adds a glamour that
pleases the imagination of all who love to camp or follow the wilder-
ness trails. A few cougars still exist in Yellowstone I'ark and their
a])solute extermination may ])erhaps never be ])ermitted; nor need
this be regretted, for we do not yet know how valuable to science
and interesting to the public any sjK'cies of wild animal may prove
to be. And as any form of wild* life once extirpated can never
be brought back, we should not deliberately i)ress a campaign of
utter extermination.
There is at least one place in the L'nited Slates where the cougar
should be treated as a sporting animal and not ]M)isoned as "vermin."
On the rim of the Grand Canyon in Arizona he is hunted succe^.-
full} with hounds Ijv sportsmen. The cougar in that region furnishe-
some of the grandest thrills to be had in the hunting field in America.
He, himself, is never dangerous, but. following him on the rim of
those dizzx' cliffs which mark the mile-deep canyon requires courage
and steady nerves. The cougar often takes refuge below the rim of
the canyon and the sj^ortsmen who follow him must dismount and
descend the cliffs on foot and rout him out of his hiding place. Such
hunts take place amid the grandest canyon scenery in the world and
on a pine-forested i)lateau ranging from Oooo to 9000 feet in altitude.
Mule deer are abundant in the forest bordering the canyon, and
the cougars seem by no means able to make any diminution in their
rapidly increasing numbers. .S])()rtsmen would be glad to see the
Government desist troni alteni])ting wholesale destruction of the
cougars and save them for the chase. .Many come annually to hunt
mountain lions in this wonderful region of canyons. Resident guides
like Jim Owen, who jnloted Colonel Roosevelt to the lairs of the
cougars on sevt-ral of the Colonel's hunts, have trained hounds for
the imrpose ol assisting and encouraging such sport. Why should
the (iovernment spentl its money in destroying a noble sport In-
exterminating an animal that is economically harmless in a region
like the Grand Canyon where stock raising is not now permitted
Photo by Gcoige Sliiras, iiil.
Fig. 74. A calf moose fcecliiig on af|natic plants in Southeast Arm,
Yellowstone Lake.
Fiuilii by Gcorpe Shiras, 3rd.
l'"i.!4. 7,~. .\ l>ull nloo.^e and iwd caUrs ranjiin.u alimi; Trail Creek, Upper
Yellowstone \^alley. A characteristic moose habitat, with three zones of
vegetation,— marsh grass, willow thickets, and dense spruce forest.
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on the commercial scale formeii}- allowed r j\Iany outdoor enthusiasts
have enjoyed cougar hunts on the rim of the Grand Canyon and our
hunting- literature is filled with tales of their adventures. Nor is it
always the chase that ends in a killing that is most memorahle. When
the cougar has heen treed or brought to hay, the camera sportsman is
sure to get some thrilling ijhotographs, the best sort of trophy of




More care is lavished annuall}' (ni ihe great elk herds of Yellow-
stone Park than on any of the other big game species. The Park
management takes a laudable i:)ride in ha\ ing maintained large num-
bers of the elk in the face of very great difficulties. The story of
the rangers' desperate struggle }ear after year to save the elk from
the hunters lining the boundary and eager for slaughter, is vividly
described in Hal Evarts' Passing of tlic Old West (1921). The
results of the Park protection policy are encouraging, as these ani-
mals still far outnumber all the other species of big game combined.
With the proposed southward enlargement of the Park, which it is
hoped Congress will provide for in the very near future, the safety
of at least the southern herd will be assured for all time.
The summer tourist notices elk trails everywhere in the forests
and on the open hillsides, often deeply worn by thousands of hoofs
along the main migration routes (fig. 66) ; but he seldom sees the
animals themselves, as they are ranging on the higher slopes at that
season. If he were to visit the Park in late autumn, however, he
would find the valleys dotted with n:any hundreds of them. In
severe winters they are fed on hay cut and stacked in these valleys
the previous summer. The wapiti do not thrive on willow browse
like the moose, but when hard pressed in winter they commonly
resort to the aspen woods (fig. 67) where they gnaw the green bark
of the trunks to eke out a scanty fare.
To me, the finest spectacle in Yellowstone Park is that of the rival
elk bulls bugling and fighting in the autumn for the possession of
their harems. The heavily antlered males are exceedingly noble in
carriage, especially when traveling at speed, muzzle pointing straight
forward and the great antlers lying back along the sides. Their
characteristic gait is a rapid trot (fig. 70).
Early snows in the Park are a source of great danger to the elk
herds, which then wander past the boundaries in si>itc of the patrols
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of ranj^ers desiJcralely slri\in,<^ to keep them in. Once outside the
Park durinf^' the ojien liuntin^ season the elk are shot hy the local
s])ortsmen in ^rcat nnnihers. 'flu- year 1919 was one of the most
disastrous. Following a year of <h"ou,t;ht and scant forage, early snow-
storms that autnnni drove the elk <jut f)f the Park, and some 10,000 of
them were killed. The ranj^er force could do nothing to ]jrevent
tlie slaughter of elk that had esca])ed into the territory of the adja-
cent states, even within the National h'orests. They viewed this most
recent slaughter with great .sadness and dismay, for they who should
liaxe the jxiwer to protect their herds in fall as thev had in summer,
no matter where they strayed, were legally hel])less. The Park
ollicials had feared just such a catastrophe and had warned against
it for \ears. In his annual re])nrl, ])re]iared in the sunnuer of 1919.
onl\- a few months hefore llu' ])low fell. Superintendent Albright
stated the critical nature of the situation as follows:
"I'.very ])ers(in in tliis couiUry who is interested in the conserva-
tion of wild life, who wants tn see a su])])ly of hig game sustaine<!.
who wants ^'ellowslolu National I 'ark to hold its ])restige as a great
natural preserve, slmuld give attention to the ]i!-ohlem confronting
us at the ])resenl time in caring for the elk. The time is coming
when a terrible, long, cold winter is going to kill the Yellowstone
elk herds if existing conditions outside the Park are maintained.
That time nia\ be the coming winter; however, it mav he a winter
of ten years hence. No one can say when this calamity will strike
us, but those of us who know conditions about this i'ark realize
that the extinction of the e'k i> ine\itable iniless the.se conditions
are changed."
Under slate game laws jierniitling the sliooiing of elk in Novem-
ber, a series of early winters would result in cutting the elk herds
down to but a lew bands. No elk shooting whatever .should be
allowed within the area surn mnding \'ellowstone Park where these
animals winter habitually or normally, b^ailing such legislation, the
open season should be shortened and placed at an earlier date, so that
earlv winters will not force the elk out of the Park at a time when
hunters are allowed to shoot them. W yoming has befriended the
elk and ])assed laws protecting them, and has given them some
security in their winter home in Jackson's Hole. The Montana law
was fortunatelv considerably ameliorated following 1<H9. but the
herds are si ill in great danger.
This vear. kjji, the elk reniaini'd on their summer range in the
high forests within the Park until ( )ctober 24. I'rom that date herds
were to be seen continually in the region about l*"awn Creek and
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Photo by Edmniul Heller.
Fig'. 78. Antlers from a " winter-killed " m<ici>e on the Upper Yellowstone.
The pronus have been gnawed off hy porcupines or other rodents.
Fig'. 70. A ninle deer Inick ;ind hi> does resting; on the "parade sronnd "
at Maniniiilli Hot Springs. An autumn scene.
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PliM.^ by Ediiuiitd Hellc-.
¥\^. 80. A pair of nnilc (Itn-r in autumn at Manimuth Hot Springs. Mule
(leer quicklx- lose their slixiios on tlif ai)i)r(iacl) of winter.
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Photo by F.ilinuiid Heller.
Fig. 82. "Ill ^anctua^\.'' Aluk' deer at Manimolli I lut Springs chapel.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. rS,3. " 01(1 Alolly,'' a pensioner in winter at the kitchen doors of the
Mammoth Hot Springs community.
P'loto by Edmund Heller.
I'iy:. 84. Twin nuile deer /awns at ManmiDth. experiencing tlicir first
snowstorm.
Piloto hy Edmund Heller.
Fig. 83. A mnle ckcr stag in late Xovenil)er. The " last look." a deer habit
which gives the sportsman a standing shot and would lie fatal beyond
the Park boundary. Xote the double-branched antlers and white rump
patch,— diagnostic marks of this species.
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Snow I'ass. '.riicv grew (hiilx more ahiiiKlaiil and ihc Wu.^iin.!,;" ol the
l)ulls filled ever\- valle\'. l'>\' Xdxemlier jo llu-}- a|)])earc'(l on the
flats borderini^- il^. (iardiner l\i\er at Alamnidth, wluTe I saw numer-
ous bands ( hiL^'s. 68-70). and smnetiines as many as a hundred in-
dividuals in a day. This locality is only four miles from the northern
boundary of the I'ark. The autumn of 1921 was unusually mild and
o]>en, and the first ijermanent snow came abt)Ut November 18. The
danger of elk leaving the Paii-: in even mild autumns is considerable,
as was shown by their close a])i)roach to the north line at this season.
At Cam]) Roose\elt. so remarkably well located for the study of
wild life, the summer visitor until recently was likely to see " l>illy,"
the interesting gelding elk. the only actually "tame" big game animal
in the Park (fig. 71). He roamed u])( and down the Lamar Valley
in summer, but spent much of his time at Camp Roosevelt, where
although mischievous, he was a great favorite. In autumn he mi-
grated to Mammoth Hot .Springs, but never consorted with other
members of his species. (See also Jouniul of Alaiiinialogy, Vol. 4,
1923, ]). 252, for a brief history and photographs of this elk, by
^r. R Skinner.)
YELLOWSTONE MOOSE
slices anicriciiniis sliirnsi Nelson
The moose are perhaps doing better than any other of the large
mammals. Not only are they holding their own, but they are ap-
parently increasing in numbers and en'arging their range. From the
extreme up])er Yellow\stone River and Lake region which is their
chief stronghold (figs. 73-77), they have been spreading out gradu-
ally during the past twenty years. Now they are to be found on
Fawn Creek in the Gallatin Range ; in the Bechler River region,
—
part of the Snake River drainage; on LTpper Slough Creek, tributary
to the Lamar Ri\ er ; scattered through the Blacktail Deer Creek and
vamp Roosevelt region (fig. 72) ; and in other sections where suit-
able swampy areas occur. .1 ol)served a number of moose this vear
(1921) while accompanying .Secretary of the Interior Fall's party on
a journey along the L'pper Yellowstone River to the southern bound-
ary of the Park ( fig. 47 ). In this region we saw in two days' travel
over the regular trail from the Lake to the boundary, fifteen moose
the first afternoon and at least four the following day. The moose
showed little fear of us ; in fact they seemed to have as much confi-
dence in humanity as range cattle. The sight of these great deer
standing solitary on the edge of the forest or feeding in family
parties in the willow thickets bordering the Yellowstone River en-
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llirall(-<l us, and it made mir ride dial lirsl da} an unforgetable
advcnUuc. To even come upon one of their heavy antlers while
riding the remote wilderness trails gives zest to the trip. The skele-
tons of winter-killed uKJose are occasionally to be seen. Figure 78
shows a ranger bringing in a skull and attached antlers of a winter-
killed specimen. One frequently finds antlers of moose, elk and
deer that have been similarly gnawed by ixjrcupines. pine squirrels
or other rodents.
A great step forward in game conservation will have been made
if the Park Service is given charge of the extreme ujjjjer headwaters
of the Yellowstone River, which are an im])ortant ])art of the moose
range and unquestionably belong to the Park topograi)hically. The
explorations and the photographic studies of moose made by Mr.
George Shiras, 3rd, in this general region in 1908 to 1910 (see
National Geographic Magazine, July, 1913, i)}). 808-834) indicate
the necessity of eventuall\- adding the Upper Yellowstone basin to
the Park to safeguard this sui^erb mountain species. In 192 1,
Wyoming permitted fifty moose to be killed in this nook of
territory, and these fifty moose were virtually taken from Yellow-
stone Park. They were killed for no legitimate purix)se but to
satisfy a few venison-hungrv cattlemen. There was no sport con-
cerned in shooting them, for they were as tame as cattle. Such
moose should be fully protected and allowed to live their natural lives.
They are fair game for the adventurous summer explorer with his
camera, and should furnish keen pleasure to hundreds of people
annually who travel thousands of miles and spend much money
in this region to see a primeval wilderness, rather than fall victims
to a few local ranchmen. In 1922 ^^'yoming again permitted fifty
bull moose to be killed, with the result that their cows went unmated
and produced no calves, as the moose is not polygamous in habit.
MULE DEER
Odocoilciis Iiniiioiiiis ( Rafincsciuc)
From the stand])oint of the Park visitors mule deer are a feature
chieflv of Mammoth Hot Springs. In winter they are absent from
nearly all the Park area except the northernmost district which has
the lowest valleys; though ]\Ir. Skinner informs me that a few bands
winter between the geyser basins and elsewhere on the Park plateau.
There are always a few to be observed in the vicinity of Camp Roose-
velt and in the country lying between there and Mammoth, and
tourists sometimes see them in the edges of the forest along the
Photo by Edmund Ilcllcr.
Fig. 86. A mule deer in the nilting seasmi during Oetober.
riwto by IHJda Hcmfl Hcllci:
Fig. 87. A white-tail buck, at Alamnioth. Unlike the mule deer it has
single-beam antlers and a broad tail. White-tailed deer are shy even in
winter, and only a tew are now left in the Park.
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Fig. 8q. The .same pair of deer. Xote the absence of a white rump patch
and the broad tail of the white-tailed deer (at right), and the narrowv.
black-tipped tail of the mule deer.
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roads throui^hout the Park. At .Mainnioth in tlie fall llu' nmle dorr
reigns supreme, lie and his family take possession of the deserted
lawns and carefully crop the grass as short as any lawn mower could
(figs. 8l, 82). Deer are browsers, also, hut to see a hand of them
at work on the lawns of Alammoth one would never suspect them
of any food hal)it other than grazing.
About September u they began to appear on the hillsides near
Mammoth cither singly or in family parties. At this time they vis-
ited the lawns only at night, spending the daytime in the adjacent
woods and pine forests. After the Park season closed. Sei)tember
20, they grew bolder and visited the lawns during the day. Later
they became actual residents and remained about the houses day and
night. Often I saw them King down al night on the lawns, some-
times acttially in front of the dtuirsteps of the occupied houses of
the Yellowstone Park staff.
When the permanent snows came in mid-Xovember there were
some fifty individuals about the houses and lawns of Mammoth vil-
lage. Many of these deer were the oft'spring of such famous old
beggars as "Ash Can Pete" and "Molly the First" (fig. 83), familiar
to all the villagers in winter. The old bucks in mid-November car-
ried fine large antlers (figs. 85, 80) and were then engaged in social
pursuits, flirting and fighting. There was remarkably little fighting,
however, so far as could be seen. Nearly every buck knew his place
in the social scale, and the lesser bucks simply moved awa}-. and kept
out of range of the stronger when they appeared. Feeding bread,
ai)ples, and other food to deer by hand was a pleasant and usually
a harmless pastime at Mammoth. Feeding several deer at once was
slightly dangerous, owing to the possibility of one of them suddenly,
in a fit of jealousy, striking out at another and at the donor with
his fore feet.
The fawns are timid litlic s]irite> and retain the racial fear of
man. They never show the confidence in him that is disjilaved bv
their parents, which forget their fears and feed freely from his hand
with the coming of autumn. The mule deer are a i)leasure to all the
Park residents. During the long winter months they are daih visi-
tors to the snow-bound community at Alammoth. The only other
Park animals that a])proach the mule deer in popularity are the cub
bears who entertain summer visitors with their droll antics. The
mule deer appear to be safely holding their own in the Yellowstone
Park; but we have learned that with every one of these big game
species appearances are liable to be deceiving. Year by vear they
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sceiii to l)r hecominfj gradually tamer until now they have reached
a stage of semi-domestication which asserts itself chiefly in the
winter season. Like the elk they are shy in summer, keeping out of
sight in the forested areas, and are only occasionally seen by tour-
ists. These two members of the deer family give the visitor in sum-
mer who would go in (|uest of them off the noisy highways i)lenty of
exercise for the hunter's instincts and woodcraft. This condition of
affairs, highly desirable in several ways, is ideal for the i>ractice of
trailing and wild life ])hotogra])hy, and is being utilized as an educa-
tional feature for the boys who vpend their summers camping in
Yellowstone Park. ./ Nalioual Park slioiihl never be made a
cooloyieal (jardeit. Jt should harbor only its own natural fauna in
normal numbers and slionld be a sanctuary where the anima's are
to be sought ralbcr than a |)lace where they are on exhibition.
WHITE-TAILED DEER
Odocoileits fiiuiiuuinus inacnmrus (Rafines(|ue)
The graceful little white-tailed deer inhabit the country aljout
Mammoth Hot .Springs and elsewhere at the north end of the Park,
in the valleys of the (iardiiur and \'ellowsitone Rivers. They are
the wood nym])hs ol' llie \'el'ow>tone. gentle but timid (fig. 87), and
show no such familiaritx with man as their larger cousins the mule
deer. Their tribe is not numerous, for apparently less than fifty live
inside the I'ark. I saw only some fifteen individuals during two
months' observation in the late autumn of lyJi at ^lammoth, where
one nught find small family groups of these exquisite creatures about
the lawns at dusk every evening. They were easily ai)])roached and
gentle, but more nervous than mule deer and did not come to the
kitchen doors to be fed as did many of the latter. In the daytime
it was rare to see the females on the lawns. They remained hidden
in grassy hillside nooks, while an occasional white-tail buck might
be found associated with the mule deer about the human habitations
(figs. 8cS, 89).
The winter in the Park is evidently too severe for the white-tail
deer. When the landscape about Mammoth became white with snow,
and winter reallv settled down to stay, they were no more to be seen,
though ordinariK a are observed throughout the winter. Evi-
dently thev moved down the valley of the lower Yellowstone where
the climate is warmer. Imt mi fortunateK- protection from hunters is
much less or entirely wanting there. Doubtless it is the killing of
the deer outside the Park that keeps their numbers at so low an
Phot. ^1 , , I Idler
Fig. 90. Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, and Lower Fall,
308 feet liigh. Mountain sheep trails lead down the precipitous
slopes to the river ; and the dense lodgepole pine forests on
the plateau are the summer home of the grizzly bear.
Photo by Edmund HcVcr.
Fig. 91. Lower end of the Grand Canyon, near Tower Fall.
The canyon rim is one of the favorite winter homes of mountain
sheep. This is where Roosevelt and Burroughs camped and
watched them descend the cliffs 6co feet to the river, in
April, 1903.
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Pilot hy Hd:nf,ij iicUcr.
Fig. 92. Bighorn sheep scenting danger. They maj- be seen occasionally
Ironi the touring hiisses as one passes over Mount Washburn.
Phnio by Edmund Hcllcr.
Fig. 93. Bighorn rams grazing 011 the dry hillsides in late autumn.
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Photo hy P.Jmuml I Idler.
I'ig. 04- A sronp (if old raiiis !>i'''ziii,u tlirou.uli ihc snow on a sagchrnsli Hat.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 95. A band of old rams, closcI\- l)unchcd like domestic sheep, crossing
a plateau.
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[ms. 07. A closely packid herd, iiichuliiiii all ages, at the bulTfalo ranch in the
Lamar \'alle.v. Specimen Ridge in' the background.
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el)b.* Unfortunately, deer cannot be held and grazed within the Park
through the winter as can the antelope, as they will go higher on
the hills and around or over the fence built across the valley flats
lo restrain the latter.
MOUNTAIN SHEEP OR BIGHORN
Oz'is canadensis Shaw
The ])ighorns or mountain sheep are a source of much anxiety and
concern to the Yellowstone Park staff. Their numbers have de-
creased rapidly since former times, but whether the\' are still declin-
ing is not known, ^ly attempts to find them in summer and fall
were not very successful, and I feel that they are. next to the white-
tailed deer, the rarest hoofed game in the Park. In 1907 they were
estimated by the rangers at 2co, in 1910 at 150, and in iyi6 at aljout
no. \\'hat their numbers are at the present time we can only guess.
I saw in three months' search some 28 individuals, 12 of which were
ewes and young lambs, and 16 were adult rams. The ewes had a
fair proportion of lambs with them and seemed to be increasing
normally. The rams were seen in late November after several heavy
snowstorms. I should say that 100 bighorn sheep would be a very
liberal estimate for Yellowstone Park, an area that should harbor
at least 1000, after forty years of protection. * *
It is somewhat difficult to sift evidence concerning the decrease in
the number of sheep. It is doubtful if many wander out of the
Park as they are usually local in habitat and are not affected in the
least bv the severity of the winter weather. These animals are not
nervous, and inhabit regions where they are not subject to molesta-
tion. They eat ha}' which is placed near Gardiner Canyon road in
winter, but they do this merely as a change in diet and not because
thev are in want of food. There may be some killing of these
native sheep b_\' poachers in the eastern portion of the Park, but not
to an extent that would account for their diminished numbers.
The reason that seems most plausible is that the bighorns were
infected by "scab," contracted from tame sheep that were driven
through the Park. Scab is caused by a mite, and in domestic sheep
is not a fatal disease. To the Ijighorn it seems to be deadly. The
ears are attacked first, and become closed, rendering the animal deaf.
Tales came to us of/sheep country in the Hoodoo Mountains in the
* The last of the white-tailed deer seem tc have disappeared from the Yellowstone
Park ill 192.1.
* In l^ij the bighorns were definitely seen to be increasing, over fifty being reported
in one band on Specimen Ridge in August.
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eastern pfjrtion of tlu- I'ark. where man\- mountain sheep skeletons
He bleaching, suiJ])ose(lly those of victims of the scab epidemic. This
epidemic was a])])arently at its heij^ht in 1916. W'e heard also that
sftme of the animals were ca])tured and transported in wagons to a
dipping vat, and dip])ed. Most of the sheep di])])ed were said to
have died, wdiether from scab or fright seemed to be a question.
The animals that came under my observation in 192 1 were in excel-
lent jjelage. and, so far as I could see, were free from disease. I
regret that I had no opportunity to make a careful study of the
j)roblem of the disa])pcarance of the sheep, or to check the authen-
ticity of the rumors mentioned above. I believe that a careful inves-
tigation of the matter by a naturalist of experience would give us
material by which to plan means to helj) them regain their normal
niunbers. I understand that domestic sheep may no longer be driven
through the Park on accovmt of the danger of transmitting their
diseases to their wild relatives. But the native species will always
be exposed to infection because of the fact that lone bighorn rams
occasionally join flocks of domestic sheep for a few weeks at a time.
Nevertheless, exposure to such infection should Ije cut down to a
minimum.
Bighorn sheep are a source of much interest to tourists who motor
or tramp over Mount Washburn, where a small band or two are
occasionally seen from the roadside. One of their favorite ranges,
except in midsummer when they usually seek the high and inac-
cessible peaks, is along the rim of the Grand Canyon near Tower
Fall (fig. 91). It was at this point that President Roosevelt and
John Burroughs camped in April. 1903, and watched the mountain
sheep descend the canyon precipices to the ri\er 600 feet below.
John Burroughs has related their experiences most interestingly in
his book entitled Camping and Tramping until Roosevelt.
The bighorns of the Yellowstone make excellent subjects for the
skillful camera hunter (fig. 92),* for they are equally picturesque
in the storms of winter or amid the mountain crags of their summer
home.
The old rams which I encountered in the snow late in November
were exceedingly fearless and unconcerned, more trustful even than
horses and cattle (figs. 94, 95). These old fellows have an air of
great solemnity and dignity, and their massive horns and heavy
bodies give them an appearance of great strength and determination,
the reputation for the latter qualit}', however, seldom being deserved.
* This photograph was awarded third prize in the eNhihition of inaiiinial pictures held
at the American Museum in Xew York City, May, \922.
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Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 98. Part of the buffalo herd crossing the Lamar River in September,
the huge old bulls leading the way.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 59. Old bison bulls held temporarily in the big corral at Mammoth in
midsummer. These bulls approximate a ton in weight and are swift and
dangerous antagonists.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. loi. At the biiffaln ranch in winter, where the "tame herd" now nnmber-
ing about 600 is feci in immense corrals. In spring the herd is released and
disperses to its natnral grazing range on the monntain slopes.
1
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BISON OR BUFFALO
Bison hisoii ( Linna'u> )
The safet\ jxiiiit in the canipaij^n to save tlie huftalo from exter-
mination lias long since been ])asse(l, and today these annuals are
almost as easily reared and managed as domestic cattle (fig. loi ).
The so-called tame herd of the \'ellowstone. now numbering over
6oo head, is increasing rapid!}'. There apj^ears to be practically no
disease among these bison at ])resent. although several years ago an
epidemic broke out which killed a number of the animals. This was
diagnosed as hemorrhagic septicemia, a recurrent malady sometimes
mistaken for " blackleg," and the calves are now vaccinated annually
against the disease. Bison are apj^arently immune to the "blackleg"
of cattle.
The buffaloes are very hardy and endure the severe winters of
Yellowstone Park without loss from exjiosure and freezing. Nearly
all of the cows breed annually and the death rate among the calves
is low. Therefore, it may eventually become a problem as to what
to do with the increase of the "tame herd," although the other
National Parks and National Forests within the natural range of
the species should harbor a considerable number to advantage.
Many state game preserves and parks also will no doubt afford suit-
able range for bands of buffalo. Such areas should take care of the
surplus breeding stock for many years. Zoological parks, on the
other hand, are well stocked and require very few additional bison.
The maintaining of private herds by wealthy stockmen has received
a setback recently, owing to the considerable expense involved. If
the ranger force were allowed to use the surplus male buffaloes in
the form of beef it might be good economy; but this would be
attended by grave risks, and would set a dangerous precedent. Under
the present regulations of the Park none of its animals can be
killed for food. The castration of excess bulls has been resorted
to, but this of course does not reduce the number of calves born.
It has proved very unsatisfactory, moreover, because the altered
animals are inclined to fight the cows and otherwise act abnormallv
toward their fellows. Thev are merely disturbers and the herd
wou'd be better oft" without them. Considering the small number
of bison now existing in the country, it wou'd seem a safer pro-
cedure to disperse any surplus from the Yellowstone herd to other
localities in their natural range, rather than destroy them. The
sudden outbreak of disease in the winter of 1918, destroying thirty-
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six animals in a single e]ji(leniic before it could be controlled, and a
similar sudden outbreak in March, 1922, when fifty-two buffalo died
and the entire herd was threatened, indicates the still uncertain situ-
ation with resj)ect to the safety of the s]jecies.
The tame herd, altlK)U<(h it is of pure bison stock, was originally
recruited from several sources. The (ioodnight herd in the Pan-
handle of Texas furnished three bulls. .Another band of eighteen
bison came from the P'lathead region of Montana. There is some
Colorado bison blood in this tame herd, as well as a little from the
"^'ellowstone Park wild herd ; and a single bull of the woodland bi.son,
racially distinct from the others, is said to have been introduced. A
similar mi.xture occurs in the wild bands of buffa'o now ranging
the Kaibab Forest. These are the remnant of a herd gathered from
several localities and introduced there by " Bufifalo " Jones for the
puri)ose of experimental breeding some years ago. The plan proved
im])racticable, and all the animals were removexl excei)t about twenty
which were too wild to be rounded up. This remnant has recently
been re'ocated ; and one of the band is said to be conspicuous because
of its white face.
The above cases represent an undesirable condition. The cattle
breeder's ])ractice of mi.xing strains should not be followed when
dealing with wild animals for wilderness parks and preserves, as the
strains from diiferent localities may represent various races and
subspecies. .\ mongrel stock is of little scientific and educational
interest. On the other hand, there need be no fear of deleterious
effects from inbreeding the buffalo. Such inbreeding is constantly
occuring in nature. The mixing of wild stock is wholly at variance
with the ideals of our National Parks,—wilderness areas set aside
for their features of supreme national interest to be maintained in
their wild and original state. This preservation of original natural
conditions must apply to the large mammals and other wild life, no
less than to the forests and mountain scenery.
The wild herd is the real bison prize in the Park, and every effort
should be made to preserve it in a wild state and 'without admixture
from the other stoek. This large band is derived from the original
remnant of our great western herd and owes its preservation to the
fact that it was composed of individuals which vo'untarily or under
pressure from the hunters on the plains chose to winter in the Yellow-
stone Park region and did not join the great herds on their annual
migration south in autunm. The descendants of these non-migratory
bison today constitute tlie oidy original iciht lierd in the United
States. Owing to their hardv nature thev are able to winter success-
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Fig. I02. An antelope buck guarding his harem in September on the summer
range in the Lamar Valley. The antelope nsuall\- keep to the open range,
unlike the cleer in summer.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 103. The antelope on their winter range along the Gardiner River
flats, November 18, 1921, just after the first snows in the valley.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. inj.. Part of tlie antelope lierd in their present winter
home, alonsr the Gardiner River fiats, at 5,400 feet, the
lowest elevation in Yellowstone Park. Electric Peak, the
highest Doint in tlie Park, towers nearly 6,000 feet above.
Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 105. The entire antelope herd in the Gardiner \'alley near the Park
honndarv, November 15, 1021.
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Photo by Edmund Heller.
Fig. 109. \\'eathered sliells of antelope horns, the tips of which have been
gnawed by rodents. These are cast in late autumn.
Fig. 1 10. An antelope that has recently shed his horns. The horn cores and
new sheaths, their basal half covered with fine hair, as they appear in
November.
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fully in their restricted raiitje near the hot springs in the valley of
Pelican Creek, at an elevation of 8000 feet. ]\Ir. M. P. Skinner
states that " here they manage to gain a scanty living from the grass
freed from snow hv the interior lieat. Aside from deep snow this
valley is a good place for them, affording as it does good protection
from the bleak, wintry winds that sweep across the Park plateau.
In summer they have ample grazing in secluded nooks." (See The
Hoofed Animals of the i'elloi^'stoiie ; in Auier. Museum Journal,
Vol. 16, 1916, pp. 86-t;5.) These bison are a pure indigenous
stock living aloof in the wildest areas of the Park, entirely self-
supporting, and still free from the epidemics that constantly threaten
the imported mixed herd. They now (1922) number about 100 and
are evidently doing well, having increased about forty per cent since
1917, when thev are said to have numbered 67 animals.
As the buffalo range in scattered bands on the high mountain
slopes in summer, very few Park visitors see the main herd. But
a " show herd " of about twenty splendid animals is kept at Mam-
moth in an exten.sive pasture during the tourist season (fig. 99),
and thousands of people ha\'e full opportunity to observe and pho-
tograph them to best advantage. These bison are returned in the
fall to the Lamar Valley, where the entire tame herd is rounded
uj) in the vicinity of the "buft'alo ranch " for the winter (figs. 96-98).
Here the calves are vaccinated against disease, and all are fed during
severe weather on hay cut and stacked at the ranch.
PRONG-HORNED ANTELOPE
Antiloeapra amerieana ((Jrd)
In the natural range of our antelope northern Yellowstone Park
represents the extreme upper limit of summer disti^ibution. It was
never intended by nature as a year-round home for these animals.
No prong-horns wintered in the Yellowstone in the old days when
they could exercise their migratory instincts and travel down from
the foothills each autumn to snowless plains for their winter resi-
dence. Holding the antelope in the Park in winter seems a rather
cruel procedure, but heretofore it has appeared to be the only means
of saving them. If it were possible to herd them like cattle, or
allow them to drift lower down to some favorable warm valley for
the inclement season, they could lead a far happier life and their
increase might be assured. This experiment of letting them down
to a ranch below the Park was tried in the winter of 1922-1923,
with apparent success. But on the other hand the prong-horn
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is too nervous an animal for sucli treatment, and there is the added
danger of the whole herd Ijecoming suddenly scattered and lost for-
ever. If the Park houndar\- could he extended even a few miles
north along the Yellowstone \'alley, this would prohably save the
antelope. It would also assist in the jjrotection of the deer and the
precious herds of elk, now in a precarious situation.
It appears to be principally because of the severity of the winters
that the ^'ellowstone antelope are gradually diminishing in number.
In 1912, it was estimated that there were about 300 in the Park,
and today there are less than 2C0 all told. How long will they last
in case their Park range is not extended down the X'alley? Xone
of the other remaining bands in the United States has such severe
climatic conditions to meet as those wintering below Mammoth Hot
Springs, but for one cause or another they are all apparently tending
rapidly toward extermination. On the other hand, the Yellowstone
herd receives better protection from poaching than those outside the
National Parks. The American antelope is verv sensitive and
nervous in disposition and fails to breed regularly when reduced in
numbers or disturbed. If placed in confinement, as in a zoological
garden, it soon dies. In order to preserve our antelope they must
be kept in large herds and carefully guarded from all disturbing
influences. They are easily driven from their range, the approach
of a single person or unusual object being sufficient to stampede and
scatter them over a wide area. On various occasions portions of
the Park herd have broken away over the northern boundarv and
been destroyed. Such losses account in part for the diminished
numbers of the present herd. No person or institution should now
be permitted to shoot or take antelope anywhere for an\ purpose
zvhatsocver. Every animal in the few existing bands is needed to
help build uj) the race to a point where it will breed normally and
re-establish its former numbers. A safe margin should always be
maintained to allow for possible accidents to so sensitive a species.
No game animals in America are worthier of preservation than
the antelope. Their home is the ojjen plains, where they would be
visible to everybody traversing their habitat. No more lovely sight
ever gladdened the eye of a traveler than that of a band of these
spritely pink and white creatures. Their e^es are unusuall}' large
for the size of the animal, and their color jiattern is strange and very
beautiful (figs. 108, 110). Prong-horns have a peculiar bounding
gait ( fig. 106) and are capable of tremendous speed. W hen fright-
ened they " heliograph " their alarm to their companions by revers-
ing the white hair of the nun]), which reflects the sunlight in mirror-
Photn hy Edmund Heller.
Fig. 112. Tlic archway at tlie northern entrance to Yellowstone Parle,
dedicated by President Roosevelt in IQ03. The boundary fence acro.ss
the Gardiner River flats at this point helps to hold the antelope (but
not the elk and deer) from migrating- down the valley to their natural
winter range, where they would be slaughtered by Montana hunters.
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like fashion and is visil)le for a long distance (fig. 107). In habits
they are polygamous, one buck usually being in possession of five
to twelve females which he drives before him. The excess of bucks
is usually noticeable close by, associated as they are in bachelor
parties waiting for a chance to break into society and displace any
patriarch whose fighting ability is declining.
The American jjrong-horned antelope shed their horns, which
are hollow like those of true antelope. But these aninia's alone
among hollow-horned ruminants exhibit this characteristic of shed-
ding. A new horn has already begun to form under the old shell
so that the animals are never really without horns (figs, no, in).
It was my good fortune to be with the Yellowstone herd daily dur-
ing this period when the horns were lost, and photographs were
taken on consecutive days to verify the fie'd observations. The
shedding process started in the first week of November and within
a fortnight all the bucks had dro])ped their old ho'-ns. Several
pairs of shed horns were found on the range at this time.
I first observed the "^'ellowstone antelope on their summer range
in the Lamar valley in mid-September. The young are born in
June; and those which I saw in September were half the weight of
the parents, nearly as tall, and much more alert and fleet of foot.
At that date the animals appeared to be in harems and this condition
was maintained until Octol)er 10, when they gathered in larger
bunches and migrated down the valley close to the town of Gardiner,
where they formed a large herd within the four-mile fence extend-
ing across the Gardiner valley at the Park boundary. Here, on a
range but a few hundred acres in extent, most of them spend the
winter (figs. 104. 105). The winter of 192 1 -1922 was severe and
about 125 of the animals died of exposure or were killed by beasts
of prey which tra])ped them in the crusted snow along the boundary
fence.
For a more detailed account of this remarkable sj)ecies, based on
this study in the Park in 192 1. the reader is referred to The Vanish-
ing Race of Prou/Jwnis. by Edmund and Hilda Hempl Heller
{Travel, \'oI. 41. No. 2, June, 1923, pp. 5-10). For the most com-
plete account of the Yellowstone antelope, see TJie Prony-Jioni, by
M. P. Skinner (Journal of MainmaUu/y. \'ol. 3, No. 2, May. 1922.
pp. 82-105), and a revised reprint of this, 1924.
As the Yellowstone region comprises our last great wild life
refuge, outside of Alaska, the loss of such vanishing species as the
antelope and grizzly bear, or the last small herd of truly wild buffalo.
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would be a calamity: for nothing holds the popular interest in this
great Park more than its wonderful display of animal life. The
bordering states of ^Montana, Wyoming and Idaho should therefore
cease their indefensible practice of maintaining open shooting seasons
near the Yellowstone Park borders. This practice is equivalent to
poaching on the Park preserve, for the large mammals are influenced
in their movements not by the purely artificial boundaries of this
area, but by the natural topography of the country. The citizens
of the surrounding states derive a large and rapidly increasing annual
revenue from the Park tourists, and they should be foremost in giv-
ing protection to the game which wanders into their territory. If
they are actuated by no higher motive, at least it would be good
business for them to protect ''the goose that lays the golden egg."
If adequate measures are taken to study and save the large
mammals at the present critical stage, it will mark the beginning of
constructive management of a wild life resource invaluable alike
to science and to educational recreation in our parks. But the danger
of complete loss and the extreme difficulty of restoration of the
diminishing herds is realized b\- few people. Every visitor to the
Yellowstone should feel a personal responsibility and solicitude for
its wild animals, as for its other priceless treasures, and should take
a keen interest in the problems of their true appreciation and their
preservation for all time.
WILD LIFE AND DEMOCRACY
"Above all, the people, as a whole, should keep steadily in mind the fact
that the preservation of both game and lesser wild life— by wise general
laws, by the prohibition of the commercialism which destroys whole species
for the profit of a few individuals, and b^' the creation of national reserves
for wild life — is essentially a democratic movement. It is a movement in
the interest of the average citizen, and especially in the interest of the man
of small means. Wealthy men can keep private game preser\es and private
parks in which they can see all kinds of strange and beautiful creatures;
but the ordinary men and women, and especially those of small means, can
enjoy the lf)veliness and the wonder of nature, and can re\cl in the sight of
beautiful birds, only on terms that will permit their fellow-citizens the like
enjoyment. In other words, the people as a whole through the government,
must protect wild life, if the people as a whole are to enjoy it. This applies
to game also."
Theodore Roosevelt and Edmund Heller.
Life Histories of African Game Animals,
Vol. r. pp. 155-156. I9'4-
WILD LIFE RESEARCH IN THE YELLOWSTONE
"This whole episode f)f bear life in the Yellowstone is so extraordinary-
that it will be well worth while for any man who has the right powers and
enough time, to make a complete study of the life and history of the Yellow-
stone bears. Indeed, nothing better could be done by some of our outdoor
faunal naturalists than to spend at least a year in the Yellowstone, and to
study the life habits of all the wild creatures therein. A man able to do this,
and to write down accurately and interestingly what he had seen, would make
a contribution of jiermanent value to our nature literature."
Theodore Roosevelt.




Photo by E. R. Warren.
Fig. 113. \'ie\v down tlic rapids of the Yellowstone River at the entrance
to the lower part of the Grand Canyon, below Tower Fall, showing^ the
" palisades " and the rock columns known as " the needles."
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Through the courtesy and cooperation of the I'ark autlTorities,
the Yellowstone Park Camps Company, and the Roosevelt
Wild Life Station, the writer during the summer of 1921 was
enabled to make certain studies of the trout streams of Yellowstone
Park, particularlv those of the northeastern section. The study
extended through four months—from June 20 to September 10,
—
covering the critical period of the year, since the conditions during
these months largely determine the propagation of trout and also of
their natural food supply.
* Contribution from the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station,
and from the Zooloi^ical Laboratory, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
This is the third of a series of papers on the wild Hfe of Yellowstone
National Park whicli has been made possible by gifts to tiiis Memorial Station
from the joint friends of Tlieodore Roosevelt and of wild life conservation.
The initial aid for this plan came from Mr. Howard H. Hays, President of
the Yellowstone Park Camps Company. I gladly avail myself of this oppor-
tunity to thank Air. Hays and Dr. ]\Iuttkowski on behalf of the Roosevelt
Wild Life Station for their contribution and cooperation in this investiga-
tion. (Cf. also Koosevelt Jl'ild Life Butt.. Yo\. I, Xo. i, pp. q6--09.)—The
DiRF.CTOK.
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While dealing si>ecifica]Iy with the trout streams of Yellowstone
Park, the facts here presented have a much wider a]>]j!ication. It
is an axiom that like causes heget like results. In a hroad sense
the mountain trout streams of the Park and their fish are tyi>ical
of the trout streams throughout the Rockies. The writer has had
the op]X)rtunity to make comparisons of physical conditions, and to
some extent of the l)iologica] conditions, in several of these states.
In the region studied, the conditions aiTected hut a single species
of trout—the native redthroat, cutthroat, or hlackspotted trout
(SaUno chirkii)— the only one found in the northeastern part of
the Park.
The ])resent account is not in any sense com])letc. as it deals with
only a few phases of the work, certain summaries presented in a
form l)elieved to he of most interest and value to the general reader.
The technical, detailed re])ort is to follow at a later date.
The illustrations accompanying this i)aper, with the exception
of figure 113, are re])roduced from jjhotographs taken in 1921 by
the author.
FISHES AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT
There are at least two jioints of view in dealing with fish.—that
of the fish and that of the fisherman. A fish wants something to
eat, and the fisherman, aside from a secondary sporting " interest,
wants to eat the fish. What the fisherman thinks we known pretty
well. But no one has as yet succeeded in interviewing a fish directly
to find out what he "thinks" about the matter. Indirectly, scien-
tists have frequently forced fish to give us information by placing
them under special, controlled conditions. This method is called
experiment. To this is added observation. By combining the results
gained bv the two methods a good deal of information has l)een
accumulated regarding a fish's habits, his likes and dislikes, and
something of the world in terms of a fish's life.
Let us summarize ])riefly the conditions under which a fish lives.
Water is su]>i)osedly trans])arent. But have you ever looked at the
under side of the surface film of water in an at|uarium? Seen from
an acute angle, this surface film is not at all transparent, but acts
as a mirror, reflecting the objects ])cneath. The more clo.sely the
angle of vision ai)pr()ximates a riglit angle the less the mirroring,
and the greater the transjjarency. There is a further difference
whether one gazes toward the sunny or shaded side of the water.
A fish c.Mi see o])jects outside of the water, provided these are fairly
above him, at an angle of view not exceeding 45 degrees, or within
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an arc of approximately 90 degrees. Beyond tliat i)oint the surface
film becomes a mirror to the fish. These points can he easily tested
hy any i>erson with sufficient courage to kee]> his eyes open under
water for a few seconds. There is a slight difference in a stream
where the surface is mobile, as in rapids. Here the effect is primarily
that of a ' freak
'" mirror, constantly moving like a dish of agitated
mercury or molten silver or lead, with bright streaks and dark bands,
the bands being transparent j)laces.
To the fish, then, the water surface is in good jmrt a mirror,
through which he cannot see ; Ijut he does see objects beneath him
reflected plainly in the surface mirror — upside down, of course.
This is an advantage, for it aids him to find the food in the water,
to come upon his ])rey suddenly, unobserved, and froin an unex-
jiected angle. It is also to his disadvantage, for while it aids him
in finding his prey, it exposes him to his enemies in the water,
putting him in the position of prey. It places him at the further
disadvantage of not being able to see external enemies, such as man,
birds, and fishing mammals, except through the circumscribed area
directly above him. And finallw the mirror tricks him into accept-
ing bait that is poked through the surface mirror while preventing
him from seeing the fisherman on the .shore who is offering the bait.
Another point is that fish are more or less near-sighted and do
not recognize objects unless they move. Further, a good deal of
scientific evidence indicates that fish are color-blind, that they do
not see colors as we do. To fish, all colors apparently must be more
or less shades of gray, much as to a color-blind person. If this is
true, in just what wav are colored flies so useful when used as bait
for fish, since fish are not supposed to recognize colors as we do ?
Again, since a fish generally strikes from below and sees the colors
of bait against lir/lif, of what use are colors under such conditions r
To test this, let the reader try to recognize colors of an opaque object
held against light. \\'hether a fish recognizes colors as such, or
merely as shades of gray, is as yet an unsettled question which offers
splendid opportunity for experimental study.
For the observer who wishes further information on this interest-
ing subject, the following references are suggested :
The Senses and Lcarninii in Fishes, by Jacob Reighard. In Trans-
actions Amer. Fisheries Soc.. \'ol. 46, No. 3, 1917, pp. 133-170.
Marvels of Fish Life, as Revealed by the Camera, by Francis
Ward. 2nd ed., pp. i-ic/). London, 1912.
Animal Life Under ll'ater. by Francis W ard. P]x 1-17S. Xew
York. 1020.
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THE FOOD OF THE NATIVE REDTHROAT TROUT
'J"he habits of fishes arc as varied as those of terrestrial animals,
r'ish are carnivores, first of all. But the ditferent kinds of fish have
their preferences in the way of food. A silver bass is primarily a
surface feeder, that is, he prefers to pick his food from the water's
surface or from jjlants near the surface. Both the large-mouthed
and small-mouthed black bass are chiefly plant feeders, se'ecting
their food from plants, while the crappie is more or less an indis-
criminate feeder, although he really prefers the muddy bottoms.
The trout, in general, are clean feeders; that is to say, they do not
like to skim the bottoms, but prefer to catch their prey when the
latter moves through the water.
In mountain trout streams the rapidity of the current limits the
make-up of the fauna to such animals as are adapted to withstand
strong currents. In rapids one finds no leeches, no worms (except
flat-worms), no air-breathing insects, nor crustaceans (crayfish,
water-fleas, etc.). This limitation means that the food supply is
confined to such plants and animals as can withstand the strong
current either In" strong clinging or propelling devices. It also
means that the fauna consists of relatively few species, which gen-
erally are present in enormous numbers. It means further that the
diet of the fish inhal)iting such streams is limited to these items
primarily and that, hunianlv s])caking. the diet must become
monotonous.
The food of trout can be conveniently classed into two types:
water bait, which is the normal supply found in the water, and
sitrfaee bait, consisting of insects and other animals that have fallen
into the water and become "water trapped." This latter condition
applies when an insect's wings ])ecome water-logged or so adhere
to the surface that the insect cannot rise from it. This surface bait
may be of various tyi)es, such as ants, grasshopjiers, beetles, moths,
])Utterflies,— in fact, anything that a sudden gust of wind may carry
onto the surface. It may even include frogs, mice, worms, and other
stray land animals.
The Water Food.— The normal food of trout streams, com-
prising the water bait, is represented in the main by three groups.
Named in the order of their importance, for trout streams only,
these are the Perloidea or stone-flies, the Ephemerida or ^lay-flies,
and the Trichoptera or caddis-flies.
Sfoiie-flies.— The Perloidea or stone-flies are the most conspicu-
ous fish food item in the Yellowstone streams. In this rcsj^ect. these
Fig. 114. Stone-fly nymplis from the Yellowstone River
near Yellowstone River Rrirlgc.
Fig. 115. A stone-fly nymph (Ptcrouarcys califnrnica)
which has just come out of the water and is crawling
up a rock to a sheltered spot for transformation to the
adult insect. Photo July 25.
Fig. Il6. Salmon colored stone-Hies (Ptcroiiarcys
californica) "emerging" from the larval skins. In
the upper specimen the larval skin has just split; in
-he lower one the head and legs are free. Photo July 25.
Fig. 117. Stone-flies "emerging" on a rock near Yellow-
stone River Bridge. Some of the dried cast larval
skins are sticking to the rock. Photo ]u\\ 6.
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streams, especially where there are trout, are like other mountain
streams. Indeed one may say that the life of trout streams as far
as the fish are concerned is absolutely dependent on stone-flies. They
are indispensible in the natural propagation of trout. \\'hile in the
water, they are more or less flattened, six-legged creatures (fig. 114),
varied in color and size, and generally may he found under stones
or clinging to them, busily searching for food. Hence they are
known to zoologists as " stone-flies." Most of them are carnivores
in the aquatic stage ; they eat other insects, flatworms and other
aquatic animals, and even turn canni])al, eating their own kind or
their young. Curious to say, the largest and most conspicuous
species of the stone-flies (Ptcroiuircys califoniica) found in the
rivers of Yellowstone Park is almost entirely herbivorous, eating the
various algae and diatoms off the rocks, and als(i Ijits of wood and
bark that come down the stream.
Beginning with July, the stone-flies "emerge." that is. they crawl
out of the water onto the shore or on exposed rocks. s])lit the larval
skin, draw out the thorax, head, legs, and finally the abdomen, and
expand their two pairs of wings (see figs. 115-116). They generally
come out in enormous numbers from early morning till early after-
noon. After the wings are dried, which takes from ten to fifteen
minutes, they flv toward some upright object. Naturally, any per-
son standing or moving along the stream will be taken for a con-
venient resting place by the stone-flies, much to the delight of the
trout fishermen who encounter flights of these beautiful creatures.
According to local habit, these stone-flies are known by various
names in different sections of the country. Thus, they are called
willow flies, trout flies, mountain flies, salmon flies, yellow flies, river
flies, red flies, black flies and so on, according to color, place of oc-
currence and the fish found in the particular neighborhood.
Stone-flies are almost wholly confined to rapid streams (figs.
117-119). as their distribution is controlled by the degree of aeration
of the water. Since wave action along the shores of lakes provides
fair aeration, stone-flies are found also along lake margins, although
not in such profuse numbers as in the mountain streams. They are
but seldom found in quiet streams or ponds and then onl}- in rela-
tively small numbers.
After becoming w'inged they generally spend the day in short
flights and in copulation (figs. 120, 121). In the dusk of the even-
ing they fly upstream for considerable distances and then oviposit.
This is not a nuptial flight, for mating appears to precede the flight,
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hut ;in instinct t(j go ujjstreani for better distriljution, which is more
readily understood in view of the fact that the eggs are formed into
a loose clump of 200 to 300 by the females and these clumps are
washed off in tlie current to scatter a> they may. The arlults do not
live more than three or four days. Abjre, however, are eaten by the
birds, both dusk-flying and day-flying s]K'cies, than die naturally
;
and also ])y snakes, frogs, spiders, and even l)y ground s(iuirrels. At
the flight period one finds thousands of WMUgs torn fr(jm the stone-
flies and scattered along the shores of the streams,— evidence of
destruction Ity their enemies. The liot sul])hur s])rings along the
'W'llowstone River (see fig. 122) account for the death of other
thousands. Whatever the attraction the springs exert ujxjn the stone-
flies,—whether heat, odor, or color,—this much is certain: hundreds
of the insects fly to the springs and are literally Ijoiled.
The transformation period lasts about ten days for a single species.
After that, on'y isolated stragglers come from the water to trans-
form into winged adults. However, as there are some eight to ten
species of stone-flies in Yellowstone Park alone, and the total period
of transformation covers some six weeks with slight overlapping,
one may find stone-flies for a good part of the summer. Of these the
large salmon-colored stone-fly ( Ptcronarcys califoniica ) , growing to
a length of two and one-half to three inches, with a wing expanse
of four inches, is the most numerous and conspicuous. After that,
the sizes dwindle down through the black stone-fly {Acroiicnria tlico-
dora, two by three inches, the yellow stone-fly { Acroncuria pacifica),
one and one-half by three and one-half inches, the dusky stone-fly
(Pcria fcrticalis ) , one by two inches, to the green stone-fly (Allo-
pcrla liiirosn), which is barely half an inch long and has a wing ex-
panse slightly exceeding an inch. Only the first three can be called
abiuidant. The transformation periods of the salmon-colored and
yellow stone-flies coincide, and occur early in July, that of the black
stone-fly not till early August. As regards these dates, one important
fact should be noted; namely, transformation appears to be largely
dej>endent on the temperature of the water, \\ here a stream is open
the water will heat more raindly from the sun than where a stream
flows through steep-walled canyons. Thus, in the Yellowstone and
Lamar rivers the stone-flies in 1921 transformed much earlier in
sunlit open places than in the canyons. In the open stretches of the
Yellowstone River between the (Jrand Canyon and the Lower Can-
yon (the "Needles,"—see fig. 1T3), transformation occurred nearly
a week earlier than in the canyons proper. This was true also for
the black stone-fly. This species transformed a week earlier in the
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Fig. 119. Rapids just above Yellowstone River Bridge, on Cooke City
road. Detail of foreground shows lesser rapids and pockets which form
the feeding grounds of young fish. Photo Aug. 15.
Fig. 121. Stone- mating on shore grass along the Vello\vstc)ne River.
Photo July 6.
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open Lamar River. Gardiner River, and the meadows of Slough
Creek, than in the gorges of tlie Lamar, SlouglT Creek, and the much-
shaded Lava Creek.
Another factor possihly is the hght whicli may stimuhite the species
to transform in early July. By this is meant hoth the light of the
shores and the light that penetrates the water. It has hec-n noted
that in open, sunlit places transformation occurs earlier than in the
gloomy canyons. The amount of light to penetrate the water is
variahle. The spring floods carry great quantities of sediment which
hinders the penetration of light. This makes the situation equally
difficult for fish and for the fisherman. For where the one cannot
.see much in the line of prey in the water, the other cannot see the
fish, nor i)ick the likely places to cast. Perhaps this turbidity ac-
counts for the fact that when the floods recede and the water grows
clearer the trout are hungry and " rise " more readily to bait; for it
is obvious that the gloom resulting from the turbidity makes hunting
difficult for the fish, and at a time when he needs an excess of food
for the propagation of his kind.
On the other hand, it has already been remarked that certain species
of stone-flies, such as the black and green stone-flies, do not emerge
until August, hence long after the floods have receded and the water
has clarified. Whichever the factor may be that chiefly stimulates
transformation, whether light or temperature, prolonged study and
experimentation are needed for its definite determination.
From the examination of hundreds of stomachs of trout, especially
the cutthroat trout {Salmo clarkii), it is evident that stone-flies,
both in their larval stage in the water and after transformation, form
about 90 per cent of the food of the trout. The foregoing merely
confirms what others have found as regards the dependence of fish
life in rapid streams on stone-flies for food. It is a curious fact
that some of the mountain streams which have a very low representa-
tion of stone-flies will not support fish life, or at least trout life.
Max-flies.—The second and third groups, name'y the may-flies
and the caddis-flies, are variable in their representation and appear
to change their position of importance according to the stream. In
the Lamar River, for instance, the caddis-flies outnumber by far the
may-flies, while in the Yellowstone River, Lava Creek, and other
streams the ma\ -flies are more conspicuous numerically. Whatever
the cause of this variability, they appear to be ef|uallv abundant in the
fish stomachs.
May-flies are otherwise known as day-flies or shad-flies. They have
heir names from the fact that thev live l)Ut one dav in the adult (ir
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winged stage, live only to reproduce and die, or to fall a prey to
birds, mice and other animals. In the streams of the ^liddle West
they are important as scavengers. They generally emerge in enor-
mous numhers. but for one day only, and then they are gone. In some
streams in Europe it has been noted that certain species emerge on
definite dates; in fact, within stated hours on a given day, year after
year. Much speculation, but little evidence, exists as to the factors
which control this remarkable synchronism.
In their aquatic stage the may-flies are of variecl form, some of
them very flat and found under rocks (fig. 123). some swimming
about with quick, minnow-like darts, and some with elaborate gills by
means of which they propel themselves. All have gills for l)reathing
air from the water, some of the gills being thread-like, others flat,
and still others attached to slender stalks like leaves to a branch.
Some have elaborate proces.ses on their heads for burrowing. These,
however, are found primarily in muddy streams, and in lakes and
ponds. In the mountain streams none of the burrowers occur.
After transformation, the adults have two pairs of wings, the fore
wings large and triangular, the hind wings very small and inconspicu-
ous, indeed, sometimes entirely absent. Also, they generally have
from two to three fine tail filanaents.
In the mountain streams, their transformation is spread over a
considerable period, so that they are but little noticed. In the more
temperate and quiet streams they transform in one mass and fill the
air for a brief period for one or two days, and then disappear.
Caddis-flies.—The third group, the caddis-flies, derive their name
from the fact that nearly all of them, in their aquatic stage, build
cases from bits of stone, wood, or fibres, or weave a net which they
attach to stones. These cases are infinitely varied in form, and
from the standpoint of craftsmanship are intensely interesting. In
the mountains one finds three types especially abundant. The first is
that of the "barnacle" caddis-worms (Rhyacophila sp. ), which build
their cases in large clusters from tiny .stones (see fig. 127). The
second is that of the "picket" caddis-worms {Liinncpliilus sp. ).
which build s(|uare cases of neat!y paralleled series of plant fibers.
Since the cases are fastened to the supi)ort by their bases and stand
out at right angles, the name "picket" is quite appropriate (figs. 126,
127). The third type is made up of extremely minute particles of
sand and secretion gummed together to form a conical, gently-curved
cornucopia about half an inch in length. Just before transformation,
caddis-flies, like moths and butterflies, go through a resting period,
called the "pu])ar' period, in which the change from grub to winged
Fig'. 122. One of the hot sulphur springs along the Yellowstone River. This
particular spring lies at the base of a hollowed rock shown in upper
middle of figure 119.
Fig. 123. May-fly nymphs from the Lamar River ; four times actual size.
Middle specimen turned over to show the " sucker " on under side, by
means of which this particular species clings to rocks.
Fig. 124. An adult ma\-fiy with a parasitic worm emerging from the
caudal end. Enlarged eight times. Note the loop formed by the parasite
within the abdomen of the host.
Fig. 125. An association of caddis-worms in their cases, attached to a wet
rock. Four types of cases are shown on this overturned rock on the
margin of Lost Creek. Photo July 27.
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adult takes place. During this pupal period the "cornuco[)ia" caddis-
worm (Lcptoccnis sp.) seeks the under side of rocks; there the
individuals cluster together, forming prickly patches which resemble
a cluster of dead spruce needles or the spines of a porcupine (figs.
128, 129).
Still another species of the mountain waters builds itself a net-
work which it anchors with stones {Hydropsychc sp.). The net is
in the shape of a funnel, with a sieve across the wide end, and the
smaller end directed downstream.
In the grub or larval stage the caddis-flies are particularly inter-
esting because of their manifold structures. They resemble cater-
pillars ; in fact, they are the nearest relatives of the moths and but-
terflies. They have tufts of filaments on their bodies, a head and
six legs resembling those of caterpillars, and two posterior legs
provided with booklets which serve as grapples or claws to anchor
the worms in their cases.
In the mountain streams none of the caddis-fly species are free
swimmers ; that is, their cases are all fixed. What migrating they
do, is done slowly and laboriously. In the lakes, ponds and quiet
streams one may find species with square or spiral cases swimming
about freely.
After transformation the adult caddis-flies resemble tiny moths.
Indeed, they are often mistaken for moths, even by scientists, and
have been thus described. They like to gather on the rocks along
the shores of streams, where they run back and forth briskly, or fly
about the rapids, alighting on the water'si surface and flying up into
the spray. They may even dive into the water, for the water does
not wet their wings and body. Only prolonged submergence will
water-log them.
The Surface Food.—Besides these main items of the normal trout
diet in the mountain streams, the so-called "water bait," there is the
surface drift or surface bait of water-trapped animals, chiefly insects.
This comprises especially the weak fliers such as moths, ants and
grasshoppers, while spiders, centipeds, mice, and other animals may
occur. But the life of a trout stream is dependent on its normal
inhabitants, not on the odds and ends which a kind wind or accident
may provide. It is only during the brief summer period that surface
bait becomes important ; and for a period of four to six weeks the
fish are largely dependent on this type of food for their existence.
That the emergence of their natural water bait, with the resulting
depletion of this primary food supply, should be synchronous with
the summer flights of ants, moths, grasshoppers and other poor
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fliers that are easily water-trai)i)e(l. is one (jf many instances of the
admirab'e provisions of nature.
Indeed, this is carried still further at this jjeriod. At this time
the minute hfe of the shore waters, esjx^cially the shore diatoms,
flat-worms, chironomids, and the young stages of may-flies, stone-
flies and caddis-flies, receives a tremendous impulse and becomes
(juite ]jrominent. At this period also the young of trout, suckers
and other fish in the mountain streams can be found in the shore
pools and shallow rapids feeding on the minute organisms in these
places. Here lies the remarkable coincidence: the simultaneous
appearance and growth of fish fry and of a protected food su])p'y
for its use. For the older trout are unable to get into these shallows,
which therefore ofifer both protection and food to the young fish
(figs. 119, 130).
From the foregoing it is evident that there exist only two well-
marked periods in the annual cycle of mountain trout streams,
namely, a "water food" period covering nearly eleven months of the
year, and a "surface food" period, occurring during the summer, and
lasting from four to six weeks. This is the period when trout, as
anglers put it, "rise to bait." These same periods might also be
called flood and ebb periods, or flood and drought periods, from the
fact that high water lasts from October to July, while the ebb or
low water stage of the sunimer is really very brief.
With the fall rains the l^rief low water stage ceases and the con-
ditions revert to those existing during winter and spring, and con-
tinue to the time of emergence described, that is, about the first week
of July.
FEEDING HABITS OF THE TROUT
From the examination of fish stomachs it is possible to deduce
much about the food habits of fish. First, fish wi'l take food that
is easily captured ; secondly, that which is accessible with difficulty
:
and lastly, strange and unusual food. Of the food available in moun-
tain streams, stone-flies and may-flies are most easily obtained and
constitute the major portion of the food eaten. Here. too. the eggs,
fry and fingerlings should be listed, as fish are cannibals when oppor-
tunity ofifers ; and trout are no exception, but will eat other fish
just as greedily as will bass. Caddis-flies, well protected by virtue
of their tough attached cases, and moreo\ er, even more inaccessible
on account of the appressed structure of manv cases, rank in the
second category, and for that reason constitute a much smaller item
of fish food than the other two groups of insects. However, they
Fig. ij6. ' Picket " caddis-worms in their scjuare cases,
sliowiiig cliaracteristic position and attachment. On wet
boulders along- the Lamar River. Photo July J5.
Fig. 127. Caddis-worms along the Lamar River, left stranded
by recession of the stream. Two types are here shown,
—
"picket" caddis-worms {LwmcphUus) and "barnacle"
caddis-worms. Photo Aug. 8.
Fig. 129. A closer view of the same cluster of cornucopia caddis-worras
shown in figure 128. Note the resemblance to cine needles.
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are used extensively as food by the stone-flies and may-flies, and
in this respect become as important, though indirectly so, as their
enemies. Among strange and unusual foods can l)e listed the
surface bait.
In general, fish are opportunists as far as their food is con-
cerned. They eat what animal food is available, regardless of the
origin. As a result, if one knows the animal life of a particular
region, one can tell from the stomach contents where a fish has
fed. In a lake, for instance, the plant and animal life is distributed
in regular "zones," most animals limiting themselves to particular
depths. Some are found only on the shores, others on the vegeta-
tion in the shallows, still others only in the muck at considerable
depths. W'xth. a knowledge of the animals found in these various
zones it is possible to learn a good deal about the food habits of a
fish, his migrations, and his food preferences.
On the whole, fish are indiscriminate in their choice of food as
far as quality is concerned. They like to feed in a particular region,
and stay there until satiated. Thus, when feeding from plants, they
eat whatever they can find there; and once they begin to feed from
plants they continue feeding there until their hunger is satisfied. At
periods of plentiful food, fish do not migrate while feeding.
Curious to say, it often happens that a fish may find a certain type
of food so much to his liking that he will seek only that type. This
may be worms, leeches, snails, back swimmers, caddis-worms, or other
kinds. Thus, we may find stomachs filled with dozens of individuals
of one type of animal, such as crayfish or snails. Even more
striking, one may find stomachs filled with highly distinctive cases
of some particular species of caddis-worm.
This predilection for some particular food is more often observed
in the case of surface food than in water bait. I have found fish
stomachs, including trout stomachs, gorged with hundreds of speci-
mens of a single type, such as ants, grasshoppers, dragoi: flies, caddis-
flies, orl flies, may-flies, midges, etc., indicating that the particular
fish had taken a fancy to this special type of food, and had hunted
assiduously for the delicacy. There is nothing abnormal in such a
predilection, not more so than in the case of a boy who makes a
meal off desserts, be it ice cream, or fruit, or cake. But right there,
in the longing for the unusual, lies the weakness of the feeding
habits of fish, the trait which lays them open to capture by the angler.
Since the unusual attracts, anglers have made use of this phenomenon
in the types of flies selected by them.
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A fish is easily deceived, for he is not very observant. His eyesight
is i)()or and he recognizes things chiefly through their movements.
For instance, when an angler uses a fly, the fish is sui^jxisedly
decei\ed l)y three factors,—form, pattern, and movement. In the
matter of form and jjattern the fish's vision is too weak and near-
sighted to recognize the bait for what it is. He is used to certain
distorted images which im]>ress him more through motion than by
any other factor, and he captures or tries to capture such a moving
object. But it is also the unfamiliar, the unusual, which tempts
fish, ]x'rhaps more than the customary objects. How else can one
explain the presence of blocks of wood, of straws, twigs, leaves and
the like, in fishes' stomachs? On more than a dozen occasions I have
found blocks of wood in trout stomachs. In at least half the cases
there was not the remotest resemblance in the shape of the block
to any type of surface bait. An irregular cube has no resemblance
to any insect, while an ol)long bit might well have the approximate
outline of a stone-fly or a grasshopper. But it was probably the
strangeness, the unusualness of the block of wood which attracted
and tempted the trout. The most interesting feature of these
in.stances was that in only one case were the blocks of wood taken by
a hungry fish ; that is, only once were the blocks of wood the sole
stomach content. In all other instances, blocks and sticks were
gulped by fairly well-fed fish. One might say that they were taken
as a sort of salad or dessert, indicating; that their novelty tempted
the fish.
The foregoing has its practical app'ication. When fish are well
fed they may rise to bait, but less to grasp it than to look it over.
Every fisherman has seen some coveted fish rise thus, examine the
bait, roll over lazily, and return to his retreat. However, if the
bait be unusual, a fish may be led to bite if he is convinced that the
lure ofi'ered is some particularly juicy morsel which should be a
fitting wind-up to his meal. The more the bait offered resembles
some moving surface bait, the more likely is the trout to strike at it.
As emphasized before, a fish is near-sighted, and even close up
his vision is poor: he sees objects more or less distorted. On top
of all this he is not particularly intelligent, but rather stupid. It
takes him a long while to learn a simjjle fact, and hence he is easily
deceived. If the flv because of its resemblance to a regular food
item does not attract, try the unusual. This should be particularly
effective when the fish has fed. or is partly satiated.
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HINTS TO ANGLERS IN YELLOWSTONE PARK
Your Attitude.— In older days man hunted because he required
food. Modern conditions have supplanted hunting by the domestic
breeding of animals, so that a sufficient food supply is at hand. More-
over, agriculture has encroached on nature's fastnesses to an extent
that these cannot possibly propagate a sufficient food supply in the
natural state. The hunting instinct, engendered because of neces-
sity for so many generations, must naturally be slow to die out. So
man still loves to hunt, be it big game, fish— for fishing is but hunt-
ing in the water,— flowers, or little game, such as insects and still
smaller things. For years hunters have realized that game is getting
scarce, that it is more difficult to stalk, and that the cost of hunting
is fast increasing. But because there is no longer any real necessity
for hunting, it follows that our inherited attitude should be modified
to conform to the new conditions. This change is already evidenced
in the attitude of the conservationists, of the nature lovers, and of
sportsmen.
W hat is a sjxjrtsman? The popular and correct idea of such a
man is that he hunts for the pleasure of the hunt, for the thrills he
receives in pitting his ingenuity against that of the quarry he seeks.
He possesses discrimination ; he does not kill wantonly, he does not
slaughter, he is moderate in the amount of game he hunts. He is not
cruel, but kills his catch at once and does not let it suffer needlessly.
His bag is made up of choice specimens rather than of many ; he
seeks quality, not quantity. He will not countenance " mass killing,"
as in the case of dynamiting streams or even catching the legal limit
when that is obviously too high. He is eminently a man who believes
in the " square deal," for himself, for others, for the things he hunts.
.A splendid ideal, this synthetic conception of the sportsman ! And he
is not a phantasm, but a reality ; he is made up of you and me, of the
best that is in all of us.
Fishing is the one type of hunting that is still available to all of us,
and the only kind that can possibly be allowed in our National Parks.
Big game and wild life of all kinds are becoming more and more
restricted to natural strongholds, some of them difficult to reach. But
fish ! They travel in the waters that pass our very doorsteps. Thus
a source of both food and pleasure is easily avaliable. Fish as a
reserve food supply are unfortunately too little esteemed. Few
people, even well informed citizens, realize and appreciate the food
resources of the waters in the United States. Generally, people
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fish with little thought of where the fish came from and whether
more are to follow.
Yet even with all the tremendous resources of in'and waters, game
fishing, that is, for fish that battle fiercely with the angler, has
gradually become restricted to the less accessible places. Trout
fishing has always largely been confined to turbulent streams and
mountain lakes. But how often does one hear the regretful ex-
clamation: "Fished out!" The angler himself is to blame; not
he individually, but his kind. There have been many fishermen,
but too few sportsmen. In the wonderful trcjut streams all through
the Rockies we see the same discouraging results. In the jx)pu-
lated areas the streams are now fished out, while in distant but
readily accessible regions the numbers and size of the fish have de-
cided'y decreased. Throughout Idaho, for instance, the mountain
streams in their lower reaches have been fished so thoroughly that
a two-pounder trout has become a rarity. The old settlers tell of
four- and five-pounders, even of eight-pounders, but the present
generation does not know them. True, the streams are still plen-
tifully restocked, chiefly through the efforts of the fish hatcheries:
but what are the chances of a trout against thousands of anglers
when each wants to catch his legal 'imit every day, regardless of
whether he can use them all ? Xo propagation, natural or arti-
ficial, be it ever so thorough, can keep pace when anglers catch
at the rate of sixty to a hundred fish a day.
Just consider for a moment what it means to raise a trout under
natural conditions ! The eggs are laid in great numbers in shallow
rapids, to be carried passively by the current. They become trapped
in the interstices between the rocks and there go through their de-
velopment. But before this the eggs may become the prey of larger
fish
;
they may be crushed between rocks, or silted over : they may
be carried by the flood water to some lateral pool, to dry up later
with the pool or perish from lack of aeration : or they may become a
prey to parasites or to a fungus {Safrolcgnia) that attacks the eggs
of almost any freshwater animal.
If the eggs survive, they hatch into fry that carry their food with
them in a small yolk sac. W hen this stored food, received from the
parent, is used up by the fry they hunt the shallows in quest of sma'l
insects, diatoms and other minute food. But here they are exposed to
predacious insects and larger fish, to the action of molar agents, such
as winds, waves and currents, all of which combine to render their
life precarious. Parasites, too, lurk in the shallows. Everything
considered, it is surprising that .so many do survive. But it takes
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Fig. 131. Shore of the Lamar River about 130 yards above its mouth.
The holes " formed by the eroded rocks are favorite spots for aduh
trout. Photo July 22.
Fig. 132. Panoramic view above confluence of Yellowstone and Lamar
Rivers. Cooke City Road and bridge across the Yellowstone, at right;
Lamar River valley in middle distance. Photo Aug. 8.
F'g-.I33- Junction of the Yellowstone and Lamar Rivers at low water stage.
View downstream ; Yellowstone River at left. Lamar entering at right.
In the spring the boulders in the foreground are under water. Photo
Sept. .T.
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several vears for trout to attain a good size and weight, and tlie
angler should appreciate that it is the excessive toll he exacts that
prevents fish from reaching a real " fighting " size.
Trout of large size are happily still availahle in Yellowstone i'ark.
One- or two-pounders are quite ahundant in the streams, while
larger fish, of fotir and even five pounds, hide in the nK)re inacces-
sible ' holes " of the Yellowstone, Lamar and other rivers. But
these last are only for the truly elect— the sportsmen who will take
risks and pains for the opportunity to match their skill and wits
against those of the wary trout. Figures 131 to 133 show some of
the favorite trouting haunts in the delightful Camp Roosevelt region
where this particular study was made.
Fishing in the Park is a pleasure that appeals to many of us.
But if that p'easure is to continue in this " nation's playground,"
it must be limited for each of us so as to he shared by the manv.
Unrestricted fishing— " butchery " would be the more applicable
word— is destructive no matter where it occurs. To preserve the
opportunities of the Park— indeed, of every natural resource, there
and elsewhere — there is needed the support of every jniblic spirited
citizen. Fishing is a splendid sport, one that should remain to us
in the future as well as now. Truly, then, what fishing we do should
be in the spirit of fair play, of moderation, of consideration for
others,—this is the attitude of the true s])ortsman.
How to Fish.— The following points may be of use to amateur
fishermen. They are based on the conditions noted in the first part
of this discussion
:
1. Stand low on the shore and cast your line far out. holding the
rod low.
2. Keep moving. If the fish do not rise after a few casts, move to
another spot. As a rule you cannot sit still and fish successfully for
trout, as one does for perch or herring. Trout are not cjuite so stui)id
as most other fish
;
they cannot afford to l)e.
3. Let your fly strike the water sharply and fpiickly ; d'l not dangle
your bait. Trout cannot be treated like perch. They do not
" nibble "
;
they make up their minds and strike ciuicklv, or not at all.
4. When the fish is hooked, play him with a steady line. Take up
the slack ; but above all, do not jerk. The steady pull does the trick.
5. Pull the fish well up to the shore before you ease the line.
Otherwise, he may manage to slip the hook and get away.
6. Should you enter the stream, see that your shadow does not lie
with the current.
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Bait and Flies.— !Many interesting things may be learned about
the hal)its of fishes by a httle careful study of natural and artificial
lures.
1. Note whether insects are being carried by the stream. Try to
see what insects are abundant on the shore and use some of these
for bait.
2. When hooking an insect, hook it in the axis of the body through
the top of the thorax. The hook should enter behind the thorax and
come out in front behind the head. In this way the destruction of
the insect's brain and nervous system is avoided and the bait will
struggle when striking the water,— hence an additional element to
deceive the fish. Do not pierce the head, or hook through the under
side ; for the brain of an insect lies near the top of the head and two
connections go to the nerve cord, which lies in the thorax and abdo-
men, on the " belly " or ventral side. If you hook the brain or cord,
death or paralysis will result and the bait will not be so attractive.
Hooking through the thorax is best, because that part of an insect is
firmest, since its strong plates are needed for the attachment of the
leg and wing muscles.
3. When you have caught your first fish, kill it by striking it
sharplv on the front of the head, or by thrusting a knife blade
through the neck to sever the spinal cord. Examine the stomach con-
tents and note whether it comprises a general mixture or if some
particular insect is more abundant. Then select that type for bait.
Or if you prefer an artificial fly, try one which seems to bear some
resemblance to the bait eaten.
4. A hungry fish will accept almost anything in the line of bait.
After mid-forenoon, however, greater care must be used in choosing
baits or flies.
5. A satiated fish will refuse the regular diet, but, like human
beings, he does not despise something choice in the way of dessert.
Some lure that seems strange and looks palatable may often entice
a surfeited fish to bite.
6. \Mien you have caught sufficient fish for a meal, and are still
keen for the sport, try for some situation that requires special skill.
Try for some old Methuselah and see if you can outwit him. Since
he is too wise to be lured bv ordinary methods, you may have to
resort to unusual tactics. All animals, like men, have their trait of
curiosity, and an old and wary trout is not exempt. In such cases,
do not make your approach too obvious. Bait or flies that appear
easv to capture will not tempt him. Try an unusual bait, and make
it require some effort on the part of Methuselah to get it.
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Your Catch.— The following suggestions arc important for be-
ginners in the gentle art of angling:
1. It is not necessary to catch the legal limit to prove yourself a
good fisherman. The true sportsman looks for quality, not quantity.
Quantity does not necessarily indicate skill,— only some luck, and
greed.
2. Kill your fish as soon as you have caught him, and before clean-
ing. There is no need of causing useless suffering. The habit of
cruelty to animals engenders the habit of cruelty to men.
3. If your trout is below legal .size, carefully disengage it under
water, taking care not to rul) off the slime which is the protective
covering of the fish.
4. Do not allow your catch to lie in the heat of the sun, or de-
composition will set in. Clean and pack the fish ])efore returning to
camp, burying the offal so as to leave no disagreeable traces for those
who follow you.
5. W hen packing trout to take back to camp, wrap each one
separately in coarse grass and see that they lie compactly so that
they will not jolt. If loose, even slight movements of your body
will jar and bruise them, and they will speedily become soft and
unappetizing.
6. Weigh and photograph your trout ; and possibly you may also
wish to write a permanent record of your fishing adventure. In
retrospect, this frequently proves to be the most satisfying part of
one's catch.
THE FIELD-NATURALIST'S WORK
The average field-naturalist tends to become a collector of specimens rather
than an investigator of the ways of animal life. His ambition is to collect the
specimens as soon as he can, and as many as he can ; and fearing lest each
specimen shall escape him and be lost, he neglects the opportunity to observe
it in life and to learn something about its habits and its ways. Often he
takes this attitude from the institution for which he is working. It desires a
great series of specimens which he feels he must secure. Yet the collecting of
a large series of specimens, and the bringing them home in satisfactory shape,
should be only a small portion of the field-naturalist's work. Skins and skulls
are useful, but skins and skulls and measurements and proportions tell us only
a little about the living animal. Most of us wish to learn something about its
ways of life.
George Bird Grixxell.
Forcicord, Roosevelt Wild Life Bulletin,
\o\. I, Xo. I, p. 9; 1921.
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CURRENT STATION NOTES
THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR RECREATION
CONFERENCE
The pioneer spirit of Americans and their love of the outdoor hfe
has given us an interest and a tradition which has heen of the greatest
National importance. To foster this spirit and to encourage intel-
ligent coordinated leadership in these matters was evidently the
primary aim of President Coolidge's Outdoor Recreation Conference.
The field is so vast and the number of organizations concerned so
great that it is almost impossible to keep abreast with the move-
ment. To facilitate the interchange of ideas, to formulate broad
general policies, and to develop harmonious relations was thus the
logical need championed by the President. The Conference met at
Washington ]\Iay 22, 23 and 24, 1924, and was composed of delegates
representing 128 organizations.
The Conference was a great success and the President and his
associates are to be congratulated most heartily indeed for its out-
come. The Executive Chairman, Col. Theodore Roosevelt, handled
the situation admirably and was ably assisted by Mr. Charles Sheldon,
a \\'ashington sportsman-naturalist, who seems to have been a mov-
ing spirit in initiating this good work.
Eighteen committees were in session, covering important aspects
of the field, including fish, game and fur-bearing animals, birds,
parks, forests, pollution, lands, and other topics. These committees
were called upon to summarize present conditions, and to present
constructive recommendations.
The outcome of the Conference is a permanent Advisory Council
of 100, which will cooperate with the President's Committee.
Some of the outstanding resolutions deserve mention. One sup-
ported the ideal that our National Parks must be completely pro-
tected from economic use, and preserved in a "condition of un-
modified nature." The National Forests are set aside for permanent
forest uses on the non-agricultural land, including recreation, and
attention was called to the fact that the U. S. Forest Service is par-
ticularly qualified to administer the wild life of these forests. The
importance was stressed of the basic need for surveys and inventories
as a means of determining bag limits of birds, and the need of
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sanctuaries in connection with all public shooting grounds. Special
emphasis was given to the need of non-political State game commis-
sioners, of trained staffs, long tenure, and broad administrative
powers; that campaigns for the extermination of predatory animals
be discouraged except as authorized by State and Federal experts:
that all sportsmen should cooperate with scientific institutions to
make the results of their hunting available for study and record
;
that the annual volume of game killing should be reduced by the
shortening of the open season, and by the reduction of bag limits
"by large amounts where necessary " ; that for a sound basis for the
administration of fisherv resources scientific investigations are
needed
; and that Federal legislation should prevent interstate ship-
ment of black bass. The menace of water pollution was stressed
from the standpoint of recreation and fish culture, as well as the
indiscriminate drainage of lands, without careful preliminary study
of the situation in each case.
Not since President Roosevelt called the National Conservation
meetings at Washington has i>ublic attention been directed to the
vital need of a sane policy toward these resources. Furthermore,
the social or welfare aspect of conservation was not so clearly ex-
])ressed then as at this Conference. In those earlier conferences the
economic aim was dominant, but at this Conference the welfare
aspect was in the foreground. An important step has been taken
and it deserves the support of everyone.
THE ROOSEVELT WILD LIFE STATION AND THE
CONFERENCE ON OUTDOOR RECREATION
The Roosevelt Station was well represented by several of its mem-
bers at President Coolidge's Conference. The Executive Chairman
was the Honorable Theodore Roosevelt ; Mr. Chauncey J. Hamlin
was Chairman of the Committee to effect Permanent Organization,
and Dr. George Shiras, 3rd, was a member of the same Committee.
Dr. h'rank M. Chapman was a member of the Committee on Birds.
These are all members of the Honorarv Advisory Council of the
WWd Ufe Station. Dean Franklin ]Moon was a member of the Cen-
tral Resolutions Committee, and the Director of the Station was a
member of the Committee on Birds. Dr. Hugh P. Baker, former
Dean of the College during the period in which the Roosevelt Sta-
tion was established, was a member of the Committee on Survey
and Classification of Recreation Resources. The Director was the
official representative for the \\'\\<\ Life Station, and also a delegate
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for the Ecological Society of America and the American Society
of Mammalogists.
Papers or addresses were read at the Washington Conference hy
Hon. Theodore Rooseveh, Dr. Frank AI. Chapman, Dean Frankhn
Moon, ^Ir. Chauncey J. Hamhn, and the Director of this Station.
In the Permanent Organization, which was an outgrowth of the
President's Conference, the foHowing Station members are inckided
on the President's Committee : Hon. Theodore Rooseveh. and Mr.
Chauncey J. HamHn, Chairman of the Conference. Mr. Hamhn is
also a member of the Executive Committee, as is also Dr. George
Shiras, 3rd. Other members of the Advisory Council of the Con-
ference are Dr. Frank M. Chapman, Dean Henry S. Graves. Dr.
George Bird Grinnell, Mr. Chauncev J. Hamlin, Dr. George Shiras,
3rd, and Dean Franklin Moon.
THE SUMMER FIELD PARTIES
During the past summer field season ( 1924) the Roosevelt Sta-
tion field parties have been engaged in investigations on wild life
in New York State. Dr. Charles E. Johnson, who made the earlier
survey of the Adirondack beaver (Roosevelt ]]'Ud Life Bulletin
Vol. I, Xo. 2), has continued this study, making a complete circuit
of the region. Mr. Bradford A. Scudder devoted the season to a
preliminary study of the status of Adirondack deer. This seems
to be the first study of this character to be undertaken. These men
were assisted by an able volunteer assistant. Mr. Julius M. Johnson.
Dr. Alfred O. Gross has devoted his attention to an intensive study
of the Rufifed Grouse in the lower Hudson Valley. Reports are now
in preparation on the results of these studies. Dr. W. C. Kendall
and Mr. W. A. Dence extended their studies of Adirondack trout.
The Director of the Station spent July. August and September
visiting the National Forests and National Parks of the Southwest
and on the Pacific Coast. He visited the District Forest offices at
Albuquerque, San Francisco. Ogden and Denver, as well as the
Southwestern Forest Experiment Station, the Great Basin Range
Experiment Station, and the Fremont Forest Experiment Station.
Special attention was given to seeing as much of field conditions as
time permitted, with particular reference to wild life, research, graz-
ing, recreation, and general Forest and National Park policies.
The National Forests visited were Carson, Coconino, Tusayan,
Kaibab, Sequoia. Stanislaus, Sierra, Wasatch, ]Manti, and Fremont,
and the National Parks were the Grand Canyon, Sequoia, and the
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Yosemite. With regard to the Forests he was particularly impressed
with the serious and widespread over-grazing, with few exceptions
the relative i)aucity of game, and with the keen appreciation on the
part of local forest officials of the imjxjrtance of game and of forest
recreation in its relation to securing jxiblic support for general
forestry purposes. He was pleased to note the widespread recogni-
tion of the severe menace of over-grazing. The urgency of greater
financial support for silvicultural research was very evident, and the
need of extending research to other fields of forestry than silvicul-
ture and grazing was efjually evident. Several serious administra-
tive difficulties have arisen because of this lack of adequate research
and jmlilication regarding wild life and other problems. The en-
thusiasm and devotion of the Forest and Park officials was a ver\'
encouraging feature. The relatively rapid increase in the number
of Park Naturalists, shows a growing appreciation of the importance
of this aspect of Park work.
THE ROOSEVELT WILD LIFE MEMORIAL
As a State Memorial
The State of Xew York is the trustee of this wild life Memorial
to Theodore Roosevelt. The Xew York State ColleRC of Forestry at
Syracuse is a State institution supported solely by State funds, and
the Roosevelt \\'ild Life Forest Exiieriment Station is a part of this
mstiluiion. The Trustees arc State officials. A legislative mandate
instructed them as follows
:
" Tfi establish and conduct an experimental station to lie known as
Roose\clt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station,' in which there shall
he maintained records of the results of the experiments and investiga-
tions made and research work accomplished; also a library of works,
publications, papers and data having to do with wild life, together with
means for practical illustration and demonstration, which library shall,
at all reasonable hours, be open to the public." [Laws of New York,
chapter 536. Became a law May 10, 1919 I
As a General Memorial
\\ hile this Memorial Station was founded liy Xew York State, its
functions are not limited solely to the State. The Trustees are further
authorized to cooperate with other agencies, so that the work is by
no means limited to the boundaries of the State or by State funds.
Prov ision for this has been made by the law as follows
:
" To enter into any contract necessary or appropriate for carrying
out any of the purposes or objects of the College, including such as
shall involve cooperation with any person, corporation or association
or an\- department of the government of the State of New York or
of the United States in laboratory, experimental, investigative or
research work, and the acceptance from such person, corporation,
association, or department of the State or Federal government of
gifts or contributions of money, expert service, labor, materials,
apparatus, appliances or other property in connection therewith."
[Laws of Xew York, chapter 42. Became a law March 7, iQiS.]
By these laws the Empire State has made provision to conduct
forest wild life research upon a comprehensive basis, and on a plan
as l)road as that approved by Theodore Roosevelt himself.
Form of Bequest to the Roosevelt Wild Life Memorial
I hereby give and bequeath to the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest
Experiment Station of The Xew York State College of Forestry at
Syracuse, for wild life research, library, and for publication, the sum
of or the following books, lands, etc.
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